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Abstract

Dynamic Herbal Monographs for a Digital World

Niamh O'Brien, MSc Computational Biology
Cork Institute of Technology, 2012

Supervisor: Byron Treacy

Post analysis of a worldwide survey of Medical Herbalists, 93% of respondents were
in favour of an online system which could update monographs dynamically. 63% of
respondents suggested that some current monographs are out of date and lack certain
practicalities in areas such as : Interactions, Dosage and Safety. Research into gaining
optimal responses from surveys led to a 78% response rate. Survey analysis resulted
in a modem up-to-date monograph template being created and each of the
aforementioned information systems tested against same. Testing involved the
generation of XML, HTML, PHP and OWL languages for encoding documents to
allow for update. As a result of the implementation testing findings suggested that
two of these information systems would not be compatible with dynamic updating
however the results of implementation of one system is already showing positive
results. This system would be mn by and for the herbal community. The idea of
updating herbal monographs dynamically, although, in its embryonic stage is already
becoming a reality, infrastmeture is in place and membership of the community who
shall run this site has begun.

In time it is hoped information content will become as

respected as ESCOP or EMA monographs as the information is inputted by
herbalists. In the field of Herbal Medicine, WikiHerb could become as important as
MIMS is to the field of Conventional Medicine in this digital world.
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XXI

CHAPTER 1.0: INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to:
1. Investigate eurrent technologies used in the generation of herbal monographs
Currently, the majority of herbal practitioners access monographs via literature or
online as PDF files. In order to create a full monograph which is best suited to the
practitioners needs, many respected sources are used including the European
Scientific Co-operative on Pythotherapy (ESCOP) (Monographs 2003)and
Commission E (2.1.1).(Blumenthal, Goldberg et al. 2000) However the limiting
factor here is that monographs that are printed can become out of date as new
research is published. Monographs follow a strict layout and do not take into account
preferences required by the herbalist including sections such as:
- Personal Experience of the herb in clinical practice
- Herb-Drug Interactions
- Herb-Food Interactions
2. Investigation of new technologies for the:
•

Assembly of monographs - via input from herbalists

•

Dissemination of information from said monographs

•

Use of herbal monographs

Application of the techniques investigated should allow for current up to date
monographs to be available on demand to the herbal community.
1

1.2 WHAT IS A MONOGRAPH?
Monographs are papers on a single topic that are not part of a series and describes an
item be it a drug, chemical or a herb. A monograph offers the viewer the chance of
accessing an original thesis of work on the specified subject. (Monographs
2003)They are usually aimed at students or professionals working in a relevant field
who seek to expand their knowledge on a certain topic. Monographs encompass all
different modes of inquiiy^ from basic facts to experimental research, thus opening up
the document to all types of viewers. Although the majority of people would not be
familiar with the word 'monograph', most will see a version of one regularly. When
someone opens the box their medication is packaged in, there is an insert included
explaining what is in the medicine, side effects, dosage etc, which is a form of
monograph as it is specific to that medication.
In the field of the Biological Sciences, medicinal monographs allow for scientists and
scholars an assurance of standards on drug consistency via the manufacturer,
therefore all pharmacological information would be contained in each monograph.
Each medicinal monograph ensures:
•

The integrity of the product is intact

•

There is accuracy in standardisation across medications

•

Acceptability for usage for specific illnesses

•

From a trustworthy source, trusted by both the medical professional and
patient alike. (Phytotherapy 2009)

This in turn provides an assurance of standards and for literary safety when
references are needed by professionals. Although typically you do not hear a
doctor/GP refer to monographs, they have both a hard copy and online source in the
form of Medical Information Management System (MIMS).
MIMS
MIMS is the medical version of a monograph. Medical GPs, whilst prescribing
medicine often refer to a MIMS book. MIMS is known as a prescribing database
which is available in print (hence the book) and online. The printed copy acts as a
reference manual in hard copy which can be kept in situ in the surgery. MIMS
contains the following:
•

Medical database which allows the medical practitioner to search for drug
information including side effects, drug interactions and contra-indications

•

Reference tables and guidelines for prescribing certain drugs

•

Up to date information both on drugs and medical matters

•

Access to all current literature published by MIMS.

What makes MIMS special is that although there is a reference book in all surgeries,
there is an online database accessible to all registered GPs where information is
dynamically updated medical professionals and is never out of date. (MIMS 2012)

1. 3 WHAT IS A HERBAL MONOGRAPH?
A herbal monograph encompasses the same idea as the aforementioned; however a
herb shall be discussed in place of the actual drug name. There is an abundance of
both hard copy and online databases on monographs including ESCOP and American
Botanical Council (see 2.1.2), however there is a lack of an online information
system where up to date herbal monographs are available. Time and effort is spent in
the search for relevant information on specific herbs. One fundamental issue with
herbal monographs, in that the majority of local herbalists do not have an input into
the formation of monographs, when these are the primary care personnel using
monographs. (Blumenthal, Goldberg et al. 2000)A medical herbalist is in oneself a
walking encyclopedia of knowledge on the power and use of herbs, yet their
knowledge, unless they are an author, is kept within their practice when it could be
appreciated and valued amongst the community of their peers.

Example: One herbalist may use a specific herb to treat a specific illness whilst
his/her peer may use the same herb in conjunction with other herbs to treat the same
illness, yet neither of them can compare results unless they are in immediate contact
with each other. On the generic online/literary monographs which are static in nature,
there is only a standard sub-section in monographs where the uses of herbs are
discussed.(Upton 1997) There is no collaboration and lack of an outlet for
communication amongst the herbal community. There is a lack of standardisation in a
time when the assurance of standards is the primary key to the development of herbal

monographs to such an extent that the issue of standardisation amongst herbal
medicines has already been acted upon by Europe.

1.4 TRADITIONAL HERBAL MEDICINAL PRODUCTS DIRECTIVE
On the 30th April 2011, the European Traditional Herbal Medieinal Produets
Directive also known as THMPD came into effeet. A herbal medicinal product can
be defined as any product used medicinally which contains an active ingredient
which is plant based. The directive dictates that each European country that is a
member of the EU is required to set up a registration seheme for traditional herbal
medicines that can be bought over the counter (OTC), thus reducing the need for any
medical supervision. In other words when one purchases a herbal remedy in a health
food shop, this product will have to be tested and registered in accordance with the
THMPD. (Knoss and Chinou 2012)Once this produet is approved and on sale, it can
be sold throughout Europe as it now has its only specific licence, however this does
raise issues for produets previously on sale from small manufacturers as each
products licensed costs approx 20,000 euro. However this leaves the gates open for
the major manufaeturers to eomer and flood the market with herbal supplements, as
they can afford the price per licence. This does away with the small loeal
manufacturers providing home remedies, which, although have a proven use amongst
loeal populations, do not have the 20,000 euro to obtain a lieence. (Silano, De
Vineenzi et al. 2004)In Ireland, herbalists are governed by eommon law and the herbs

they dispense have a tradition of use that dates baek indreds of years. This tradition
ensures that these herbs do not need these new Europn licences.

CHAPTER 2.0: LITERATUR] REVIEW
2.1 CURRENT HERBAL MONOGRAPHS
Long before pharmaceutical companies began generatig drug monographs Nicholas
Culpeper was creating a form of herbal monographs. Clpeper's Complete Herbal: A
Book ofNatural Remedies and Ills was written in 1653 nd is still as relevant today
as it was then in that a lot of the traditional uses remainhe same and how they are
structured is similar. (Culpeper 1816)
This was a thorough and detailed reference book contaiing infonuation on a wide
variety of herbs including medicinal properties and hovto prepare and use them. The
botanical information was useful and precise and could)e used by anybody to
identify each herb. Nowadays botanical information is .key point in plant
identification and is always included in herbal monograhs.

Take for instance the herb Garden Angelica/Wild Celer (Angelica archangelica)
Angelica Monograph Botanical Information (2009)
Flowers are pale pink or white in colour with lateral leaes (opposite each other) on
stems that grow to over 1.5ft. Leaves appear in abundane towards the top of the
plant however the base of the stem is relatively leaf free Angelica roots are long and
thin and lie underneath the surface of the earth rather thn run into the ground. Roots
replenish themselves every year. The whole plant has a ich sweet aroma and can be
detected from hundreds of metres away. (Phytotherapy 009)

Angelica Monograph Botanical Information (1653)
The screen shot below is taken from Culpeper's book (Culpeper 1816)and describes
the appearance of the herb Archangel. {Archangel was the medieval for the herb now
named Angelica)

l^eseripL'] This has dirers square stalks, somewhat hairy, tt the
joints whmof grow two sad grteti leaves dented about the edges,
opposite to one anther to the lowermost, upon long foot stalks, but
without my toward the tops, which are some^t round, yet
pelted, and a little crumpled and hairy; round about the upper
joints where the leaves gtw thick, are sundry gaping flowers of a
pale i^dish colour; after which come the seras tnree or four in a
husk« The root b small and thready, perishing every year; the
whole plant hath a strong smell but not stinking._______________

Figure I: Angelica Botanical Information (Culpeper's Herbal 1653)
Botanical information on identifying the plant is as relevant today as it was in 1653
however there has been major developments in content to include active constituents,
clinical trials etc and also in the overall presentation of a herbal monograph. Yet, the
view from the practitioner in 2012 is not taken into account in the modem
monograph, unlike in 1653 which was the view of Culpeper as a practitioner. Modem
day herbalists still reference Culpeper's' work, when in fact they could be referencing
their modem day peers work if it was easily available to the community from one
source.
Professional herbal monographs are usually presented in a printed format therefore
industry professionals, libraries, scientists and the general public can keep this as a
reference book. However there is yet to be source of herbal monographs designed by
8

and for practitioners that is both trustworthy and updated by community
professionals. Until now, the primary trustworthy sources were in the form of
monograph books and include:

2.1.1 Commission E
Commission E was a committee of medical herbalists, doctors, chemists and
members of the pharmaceutical industry. It was set up in the late 1970's by the
German government, as the practice of herbal medicine in Germany is as popular as
conventional medicine. Due to this popularity the government recognised the need to
create a set of guidelines to establish the safety and efficacy (how the herbs work) of
herbs. Thus, the Commission E Monographs were bom. It was the job of the
established committee to evaluate all data which had been collected from ongoing
clinical trials, scientific papers and literature, local and traditional knowledge and
compile this information in a reference document which evolved into a set of books.
These books were well respected throughout the medical field as a high degree of
safety and efficacy had been established. Publication ceased in 1994 after 10 years of
print material, however The American Botanical Council imported these monographs
for use to the USA in 1998. (Monographs 2003)

2.1.2 American Botanical Council
The American Botanical Council is a not-for-profit organisation of Medical
Herbalists and their main objective is to educate the public on herbal medicine. This

is achieved via the provision of access to scientific literature and information on
traditional use of herbs to researchers, medical professionals, media and the general
public. In addition electronic literature and monthly peer reviewed papers, they also
publish The ABC Clinical Guide to Herbs, which contains full monographs on
approx 30 herbs. The information contained in this book was a continuation of the
Commission E monographs. (Blumenthal 2003)

2.1.3 The European Scientific Co-operative on Pythotherapy
ESCOP, which was founded in June 1989 as an association of institutions that
represent medical herbalists and phytotherapists in Europe and since 1996 has been
based in London. The job of ESCOP is to base with the European regulators of
medicine, namely the EMA. ESCOP has not published a new book of monographs
since 2009, when a supplement was released to accompany the earlier 2 books,
however the ESCOP monographs are still found in libraries when one is referencing
monographs as they are so well respected. (Monographs 2003)

2.1.4 European Medicines Agency
The EMA is a London based agency who is primarily responsible to scientifically
evaluate pharmaceutical medicines for use in the EU. Monographs within the EMA
are known as Community monographs which are divided into two different
categories.

10

1. Well established use - fonned on the basis)sitive scientific results of herbal
safety and efficacy.
2. Traditional use - formed on the basis of lorm local use (i.e. decades) where
herbs are shown to be safe in how they work

Community monographs are found online an made up of the scientific ideas of
the HMPC (see below) which is the CommitH Herbal Medicinal Products. The
HMPC was set up in 2004 to oversee the impntation of the Traditional Herbal
Medicinal Products Directive.(Steinhoff200(

The EM A deals with all conventional medicihus the herbal aspect is only a
branch of the EMA and not a dedicated site. 7MA Community monographs are
updated when information is reviewed by an lished body of professionals but
mainly focus on the aforementioned THMPDcts in relation to bringing a product
to market. When one approach the EMA, the • volume of paperwork can be
overwhelming added to the fact that their guies, of which there are many, are for
implementation throughout the member stateiurope.

11

t^i Procedure for the
preparation of community
monographs for traditional
herbal medicinal products

(English only)

adopted

11/01/2007

t?; Procedure for the
preparation of community
monographs for herbal
medicinal products with wellestablished medicinal use

(English only)

adopted

11/01/2007

fv Reflection paper on the
reasons and timelines for
revision of final Community
herbal monographs and
Community list entries

(English only)

adopted

04/09/2008

Overview of comments
received on reflection paper on
the reasons and timelines for
revision of final community
(English only)
herbal monographs an
community list entries

09/03/2012

04/09/2008

(EMEA;HMPC/326440/200a)

Standard operating
procedure on establishment of
Community herbal monographs (English only)
and Community list entries and
related documents

adopted

07/05/2009

24/11/2010

1?' Template and
recommended format for list of
references

(English only)

adopted

16/07/2009

03/01/2011

Template and
recommended format for list of (English only)

adopted

16/07/2009

03/01/2011

07/05/2009

Figure 2: Screenshot of EMA guidelines for Community Monographs

2.2 ISSUES SURROUNDING CURRENT HERBAL MONOGRAPHS
In 2012 it is hard to imagine that modem day herbalists do not have access to a
dynamic database of information unlike the medical professional's counterparts with
their MIMS manual and database.
In the 21st century where people are obsessed with a healthy lifestyle, the use of
herbs amongst populations has increased exponentially.
According to the World Health Organisation, in 2008 approx 80% of the populations
in some African and Asian countries were dependent upon herbal medicine for their
primary health care. In 2005, sales of herbal products were estimated to be in the
region of over $14 billion in China, whilst 2007 figures suggested global revenue of
US$60 billion. (Aschwanden 2001)
12

As existing monographs are closed systems thisan lead to issues for the herbal
community with how the high level informationn herbs via monographs is
presented and maintained. These issues include
Updatability
Collaboration
Dosage and Phytochemicals
Diversity of sources
Interactions
Safety Data
Reliability
Updatability - monographs from trusted sourceboth in hard copy and electronic
format are currently not updated dynamically, l^refore a lot of the infonuation is
either out of date or does not take into account h cutting edge trials on herbs for
human conditions that are currently under inves^ation.
Example: In a 2012 article from The Journal ofhinese Integrative Medicine
entitled " Cancer stem cells and the impact of Cnese herbs, isolates and other
complementary medical botanicals : a review" (’eber, Wheat et al. 2012)researchers
reviewed existing studies on the ability of certaiChinese herbal phytochemicals
which have been shown to be effective in targetg cancer stem cells which can lead
to tumorigenesis. As this was a 2012 study themis would not appear in any of the
monographs currently available to the herbal comunity.

Collaboration - the gathering and publishing of monograph information is always
completed by a body made up of numerous officials who may/may not have a herbal
science background. However it is the practitioner who is treating patients with herbs
on a daily basis. This can lead to a lack of standardisation due to the fact that a static
monograph does not cater for refmability and variations. A herbalist's knowledge is
worth its weight in gold; however they are not approached for input. Personal
experience during clinic can account to so much more than reading sheets of data.

Dosage and Phytochemicals - herbal dosage is a difficult concept to grasp primarily
due to the variations of phytochemicals active ingredients found in herbs and plants.
Each and every plant species produce chemical compounds during the metabolic
process. These phytochemicals {phyto is the Greek word for plant), do not provide
nutrition to the human but are instead chemicals which can have protective or disease
preventing qualities. They are also responsible for the scent and colour of the plant
EXAMPLE.- garlic smell and purple colour of blueberries.
Phytochemicals cab be divided into primary and secondary metabolites:
1. Primary - compounds namely sugar and fats which are involved in the life
cycle of the plant i.e. growth, maturity and reproduction. These are found in many
organisms and cells.
2. Secondary - compounds which are not involved in processes above and are
found in bacteria, fungi and selected plants. These are believed to have the
therapeutic actions which in turn can be extracted to produce drugs. As man cannot
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control phytochemical production dosage is a nain issue amongst herbalists where
monographs are concerned, in fact many herbal sts believe that the way forward is
standardisation across the board. In current moiographs the dosage is usually only
presented as 1:5 (1 part dried herb to 5 parts liqiid) however the dilutions 1:1, 1:2,
1:3, 1:4, 1:10, 1:20 are completely ignored . (Dike 1992)

Diversity of Sources - as previously discussed, currently to update EMA
monographs one has to apply to the EMA and omplete vast quantities of paperwork
(see Figure 2: Screenshot of EMA guidelines fo' Community Monographs). However
if there was an information system readily avaihble where the herbal community
could access and update then many more practitoners would take an interest in
generating their own personalised monographs.

Interactions - current monographs do not contan Herb-Drug, Herb-Herb and HerbFood interactions which is a key aspect in herba diagnosis. Herbalists in turn have to
spend time researching each case medication, h(wever if this was available via a
herbal community site then members could add n lessons learned where interactions
are applicable thus reducing the time spent on sde research. (Blumenthal 2000)

Safety Data - older monographs lack certain safety data for e.g. use in children or
pregnancy whilst some of the newer monograph; tend to overdo the safety issues.
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thus leading to a need for a midway point wfthe herbalist's extensive knowledge
strikes the balance.

Reliability - there is a need for a trustworthy rce of reference when searching for
herbs online, the herbal community could pne this without acting as a portal to
link people to sites where manufacturers sell r products.
In an article entitled '’Internet marketing ofhilproducts" (Morris and Avom
2003)Harvard researchers searched the intern) evaluate the medicinal claims of
some of the most popular herbal supplementsd worldwide. There were eight
herbal supplements researched and these v/Qvchinacea (Echinacea); Allium
sativum (Garlic); Ginkgo biloha (Ginkgo); Pc (Ginseng); Piper methysticum
(Kava kava); Serenoa repens (Saw ?3\mQX\o)pericum perforatum (St. Johns
Wort) and Valeriana officinalis (Valerian). Rirch findings included the following:

1. Of the 443 sites researched, approx 7(338) were either sites selling the
supplement or provided a direct link tch a site.
2. Approx 81% of the sites selling the siements made significant health
claims with up to 55% making more sfic claims at to illness prevention
and even disease curing.
3. Just over half the sites failed to includ>tandard disclaimer issues by
Government.
4. Only 12% (52) of the sites provided irials of reference without pushing a
supplement to sell. *NB This is probathe most relevant finding in relation
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to the need for a trustworthy source o reference which the herbal community
could provide.

All of the aforementioned issues are markers or the author in proposing an
information system as a source of herbal moDgraphs that should include the
following;

•

Dynamically updated by both medica herbalists and/or a moderator with
accredited education in the herbal scieice field

•

Contains information that is of high ir.egrity and valued amongst the herbal
community

•

Becomes a trustworthy primary source of reference material as it would be
run by and for medical herbalists whoe immense knowledge provides the
basis upon which the space is run

•

Acts as an assurance of standards throighout the community

•

Become the MIMS of the herbal medrine community

•

Be community led as opposed to manifacturing/advertising companies
wishing to promote a product.
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CHAPTER 3.0: MITHODOLOGY
3.1 HERBAL SURVEY
As monographs were the basis of this thesis,; was of critical importance to the
author that the herbal medicine field of profesionals should be canvassed for their
opinions on the use of herbal monographs. Tb majority of medical herbalists would
have a scientific background and are highly tiined professionals in both the use of
herbs and field of medicine. Herbal monograhs should be as important to herbalists
as MIMS is to GPs. Survey development andinalysis is critical to I.T. development
to identify the following:
1. What data needs to be stored
2. Functional requirements - how the dai will be stored
3. Will the herbal community use the syjem

3.2 SURVEY DESIGN
A. Survey Content - The primary objective c generating a survey with a herbal
theme was to allow the author to seek speciahed knowledge in relation to herbal
monographs from professional medical herbasts as well as graduates/
undergraduates studying in the field of herbalnedicine. This would allow for a broad
spectrum of responses across the field of herbl knowledge as medical herbalists and
students are the primary users of monographs Analysis of the results would provide
for the basis upon which the project would bemplemented.
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B. Mode of Operation
In a 2003 research paper entitled ''The effects of delivery mode upon survey response
rate and perceived attitudes of Texas agri-science teachers", the response rate to a
survey was dependent upon how the survey was sent out.'(Fraze, Hardin et al. 2003)
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Table I: Screenshot of Summary of Response Rate table
The table above suggests that sending the survey via standard mail would initiate the
maximum responses when compared to email or web mode. However there was a
negative to this standard mail approach as seen in the table below.
The Influence of Mode of Data Collection on Number of Days to Respond

Mail

E-mail

A-

57

26

41

M

15.6“

7.3*’

9.1'’

SD

9.24

6.67

8.34

Table 2: Screenshot of time (days) for recipients to respond
Sending out the survey via standard mail led to a long period of delay between
receipt and reply.
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In order to attain a maximum response rate for the survey the author was designing it
was decided to use email as the mode of data collection due to time constraint within
project. Herbalists run busy clinics and emails are generally left until the end of the
day to be processed, thus sending the survey email in the evening could gain
maximum attention from the herbalist.
Sitmmaiy of Proposed Slethod for Slixed-Mode Siti-\eys
Contact

Day

1

Method

Mode

1

Pie-notice Letter

E-mail

4

SiuA’ey Packet

E-mail W'eb

3

7

Thank-you leinindei

E-mail

4

11

Survey Packet

U.S. Mail

5

15

Thank-you reminder

E-mail

Table 3: Screenshot of Mixed-Mode sun^ey (Froze, Hardin et al. 2003)

Herbal Survey Mode of Operation Implementation:
The method for mode of operation for the Herbal Survey was adapted from the table
above.
CONTACT

DAY

METHOD

MODE

1

1

Pre-Notice Letter

E-mail

2

3

Survey

E-mail, web

3

6

Thank you

E-mail

Table 4: Herbal Survey Mode of Operation
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C. Email Invitation Considerations
Message Content - The initial pre-notification message was brief and included:
•

The authors contact information and scholarly background

•

A brief description of what the survey was and how long it would take to
complete.

•

All messages were personalised and there was not a generic mail sent to
numerous different addresses. (Fan and Yan 2010)

No Unsolicited Emails - All survey mails were sent only on agreement to complete
from the recipient, thus the pre-notification mail acted as an opt in/out mail.

Clean and Updated Lists - All emails were sent to addresses found on the updated
professional body lists available online. Members of the CPP, NIMH and IMMH are
all practicing herbalists are governed by, and pay a yearly subscription to their herbal
body.

Timing and Delivery of Invitation - The pre-notification mails were forwarded
post 1800 hours to avoid the possibility of the recipient receiving the mail during
practice hours and being too busy to reply.

2, CORK INSTJTUTfc

TBCHNOlOgy

1^,(0

3.3 SURVEY RESEARCH
The survey was generated using an online survey service called Survey Monkey for
the following reason. Post extensive research generation of surveys (Aday and
Cornelius 2006), those created in Survey Monkey carried the highest probability of
quality and quantity of returns, particularly in the time frame of the project. Other
key factors in why this online survey service was used include:
•

Ease of use - allows the user to create surveys without having to do any of the
HTML or dynamic coding often associated with these types of programs.
Creation of the survey, once the chosen survey questions have been finalised,
can take less than 10 minutes.

•

Cost - as a student creating a survey, its vital to keep the costs down and
survey money allows the user to create a free account whilst allowing for a
maximum of ten questions to be used on survey, without incurring a cost.
Although this service is basic, if survey questions are well thought out and
rounded, then results can be excellent.

•

Flexibility - allows for survey data to be collected from social networks such
as Facebook, direct from HTML pages of a website and email. (Thomas
1999)
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3.3.1 Pre-Notification and Relationships to Respondents
Pre-Notification
Notifying the respondents in advance not only opens the channel of communication
but also allows the respondent to opt out of the survey before the recipient was
created, which in turn would give an accurate response rate.

MODE

N

f

%

EMAIL

92

80

86.95

TOTAL

92

80

87

Table 5: Summary of Pre-Notification response rate based mode of operation
(N = Recipients; f= replies)

Relationship to Respondents
As herbal medicine is a relatively small field, a good rapport previously built up with
some herbalists, led to them providing further contacts elsewhere.
Example
The first recipient of the pre-notification mail was Peter Conway (Dip. Phyt. MNIMH
MCCP Cert. Ed) by whom, the author had previously been lectured by. Peter has
been in practice since 1995 and, as an author and also the President of the College of
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Practitioners of Pythotherapy in the UK and former Director of the European
Traditional Medieine Practitioners Assoeiation is highly respeeted in the field of
herbal medicine both at home and abroad. He has also been a member of several
Government groups including the Government Working Group that was responsible
for the development of the National Professional Standards in Herbal Medicine.
Peter Conway advised that the author should contaet GPP, NIMH and other
professional members.

The College of Practitioners of Phytotherapy (CPP)
The CPP was founded in 1991 by the respeeted herbalist Hein Zeylstra and has
members that span throughout the world. CPP aims to set standards for up to date
research, practice and education in the study and use of herbs as medicines. The CPP
ensures all its members partake in Continuous Professional Development (CPD), a
term used to describe continuing education in a professional field also known as
lifelong learning. (Nissen 2010)

National Institute of Medical Herbalists (NIMH)
The NIMH was first established in 1854 and was originally called the National
Association of Medical Herbalists. As an Institute today, the NIMH is regarded by
medical herbalists as possibly the biggest professional body representing herbalists in
the UK (England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland). The NIMH is run on a
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voluntary basis, regulates itself and aims to promote the safe use of herbs that have a
proven track record of efficacy. (Nissen 2010)

Irish Institute of Medical Herbalists (IIMH)
The IIMH was set up in 1990, long before the BSc (Hons) in Herbal Medicine which
is a degree course in Cork was a reality. However nowadays, a BSc from above
course is a pre requisite in joining this organisation, which shows how serious this
field has become.

3.3.2 Response Rate

MODE

N

f

%

EMAIL

80

59

73.75

TOTAL

80

59

74

Table 6: Summary of survey response rate based on email mode of collection

It was clear to see from both tables above that there was a higher % affirmative
response to the pre-notification email than to the actual process of filling out survey.
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Although the survey took <10 minutes to complete, 26% of survey recipients failed
to complete the survey even though they had responded to the pre-notification email.

The advantages of using email to as a form of data collection were as follows:
1. Cheaper and faster to use than paper mail, as survey recipients were worldwide.
Using email cut down on the time wasted waiting for a response as the survey was
filled in electronically.
2. All analysis was completed within Survey Monkey thus eliminating the possibility
of human error during statistical analysis.
The disadvantages of using email to collect data included:
1. 26% of those who previously agreed to fill in the survey failed to do same.

2. Detailed analysis was not available unless a subscription was paid for services to
Survey Monkey.
The primary lessons learned on completion of the survey was:
•

Pre-notification emails are of benefit in opening the lines of communication
with the recipients.

•

Although 26% of recipients failed to fill in the survey, the 74% who
completed said survey offered comments on the majority of the questions
which led to a deeper insight into the data collected.

These 74 % can be contacted in the future if the future if follow up research is
needed.
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CHAPTER 4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 RESPOSE ANALYSIS
(Results based on 59 pax, all screenshots are from Survey Monkey)
*Q1. Please choose your current status?
Percent

n

Herbal Science Undergraduate

Count
3.4%

2

Herbal Science Graduate

17.2%

10

Herbal Practitioner

82.8%

48

1.7%

1

i

Doctor

Figure 3: Screenshot of Survey Q1
The reasoning behind this question is twofold:
1. To establish the livelihood of the participants who replied to the herbal survey
(Figure above)
2. To establish the geographical location where responses stemmed from. An open
text box was provided for the recipient and is designed for further discovery
(Figure below)
No res-ponses, selected |

i Showing 34 te-*'! rexosnsoa
i tvICPP

11/10/2012 8.48

View Responses

MNIMH. MCPP. FRSPH. College of Phytotherapy (Zeyistra)

1 1,'1 Cfr2012 5.52

View

; Grad of Pacific Rirrt College. Canada, r^iemoer of CPP and CHA of BC

11.'10/2012 0.51

S/tew P.esr>9n,*ves-

; CorkinstltuteofTechnology

: 1,'10/2012 0.3S

View

NIMH CPF

I 10.M0/2012 23.25
:

V:ew

School of Phjtctherapy Si\sse>^ I m a mernoer of CPP

I 10.'10/2012 23.20

View

Figure 4: Screenshot of Text box Q1
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1

Q2: As a practitioner/student what would you primarily use monographs for?
Ay

2. .As a practitioner or student what would you primarily use monographs for?

Download
Response
Count

Sflow Re»poif>ses

59

answered question

59

sk.i|>peri question

O

Figure 5: Screenshot of Survey Q2 - analysis
This question was to establish the current use of monographs amongst the herbalist
community. An open text box was supplied to allow recipients to fill in information
on their reasons for monograph usage. (Figure below)
To learn about the actions, uses interactions and contraindications about a herb
■.•’1 ‘^:20^7 10 ^8

View Responses

Reference and revision of irnowledge
f:'.-'1 r1 2 10 25

View Reepon.ses

I use them to build up m,- materia medica and improve my olant knowledge
r; 1 nidri12 19'24

View Responses

To check medicinal uses, dosages safety issues etc
•'1 0/2012 10 00

'/i#w Responses

To check tor safety issues, e g interactions & contraindications rmainly with orthodox meds & pregnancy / breast feeding).
<2/in'2i;i1.

1 ? .29

View Respcinses

find out what relevant parts of medicinal plants do therapeuatically and how their constituents act
.r2/trir2012 1 i 51

View Responses;

Figure 6: Screenshot of Text box Q2
Percentage (%) analysis of the data in the text box was as follows:
1. Indications/Contraindications (30%)
2. Safety (22%)
3. Dosage (20%)
4. Traditional Uses (17%)
5. Interactions - Herb-Drug, Herb-Herb, Herb-Food (12%)
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Q3. When you are/were studying for your degree/training, how did you research
monographs?
3

When you areAfvere studying for your dogre«/tfaining

how did you research monographs?

♦ Downioad

P}i0as« choose an©:

YES

NO

Response
Count

93.3% 128)

ONl.INK SOURCi:-

S6-5% (13)

BOTH BOOKS AMD ONLINE SOURCES

85.7% (42)

6 7%
43.5%t

(10>

14.3%

(7>

answered Question
sKippodI Question

Figure 7: Screenshot Monograph Research
-

(^Percentages are calculated whilst allowing for multiple uses per answer)
This question was to identify how practitioners and students used these sources and if
there was a preference for either.
Q4. How would you rate the following online monograph sources?

4

4^ a ©at© Ohajl

How would you rate the foilowing online monograph sources'?

Hi&jhiy r?iite<5

Fair

Not

Oownloact

Rating

Response

Average

Count

N/A
ratect

t SCOP

42.4% (2S)

35,6% (21)

3.4%
(2)

1 a. 6
t11>

1.62

59

WHO <War<<3 Health Organisation)

16.9% (1D>

27.1% <16>

13.6%
<8)

42.4%
(25)

1-94

59

25.4% (15)

10 2%
(5)

57.6%

2.0G

59

42.4*:;i

1 60

59

1.02

59

USP <U.S. Pharniacopeia)

(4)

(34)

AMP <Amerioan l^lerPal Pharmacopeia)

25.4% (IS)

25,4% £15)

6.8%
<4>

BOTAN1CAL-COM (P4rs Grieves)

25.4% {.15>

49.2% (29)

10 2%
<6>

1 5.3%

13.6% £3>

39.0% <23)

13.6%
f8>

33 9%
(20)

2 OO

59

6 8% <4>

22 0% t13>

22 0%
(13>

49.2%
(2 9)

2 30

59

BIBLIOMAMlA.COM (Culpeppers The
Complete HerPal)
PDR (Physicians Desk Ref«iie«ice)

(25)

Figure 8: Screenshot - Online Source Rating
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ESCOP was designated the most highly rated amongst the options given, Botanical
and Bibliomania the highest of the fair rated. It is important to the note that the
former site contains Mrs. Grieves "A Modem Herbal" (Grieve 1971) whilst the
latter contained Culpeper's "The Complete Herbal" (Culpeper 1816). Both of these
are still referenced by medical herbalists proving that traditional use is still as
important today as it was then.

Q5. As a herbal practitioner/student, are there any other primary sources of
monographs that you use, which are not mentioned in Q4?
5 As a herbal practitioner/sludent are {here any other primary sources of monographs that you
use which are not mentioned in 04*7

Show

answered question
skipped question

Figure 9: Screenshot of other primary sources of monographs
http

h e n riette s he rba 1. com/

31/10/2012 19 24

Viev/Responses

British Herbal Pharmacopoeia, Potters New Cyclopaedia of Botanical Drugs and Preparations
25/10.^2012 10 09

View P.esponses

David Hoffmans monographs Mills & Bone - the essential guide to herbal safety monographs
22/10/2012 17'29

View P.esponses

BHMA British Herbal compendium voH; Mills and Bone, Principles of Phylctherapy, (2090). and Principles of Herbal Safety;
Commission E monographs.
22/10/2012 13.51

View Responses

British herbal compendium bntish herbal pharmacopoeia
21/10/2012 18.18

View Responses

I use Materia Medica books from various authors including Simon Mills. Kerry Bone, David Hoffman, Matthew Wood, etc,
19/10/2012 1.00

View Responses

Figure 10: Other primary sources of monographsvia text box entries
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♦ C

The purpose of Q5 was to extract information from the community via the textbox as
to whether there were other trusted sources of monographs. The answers given prove
that herbalists stick to the same reference books and sources as they are well
established.

Q6. When you use a monograph in what form is it stored?
6 wnen you use a monograph in what form is It stored"?

Create Chart

OownSoad

Response

Response

Percent

Count

58.3%
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Figure 11: Screenshot - Storage ofMonographs
Mostly on computer but I do print some out - usuailj those I am most interested in or plants that do not grow near me
^
19;.u '-/fey.-Responses
I have maoe a set of index card monographs for my clinic
17 29 View Responses
Most files are pdf on computer, whclh i print and store as hardcopy
18-'1Q ‘2017 1? 40
View Responses
Like books!
1 l.fl 0777 i 2 23.03

View Responses

Detailed info on the computer, but more concise notes on paper for easy reference during a consultation
11/10/2012 16. oO View Respon ses
Can be either
11/10/20 12 9 53

View Responses

Figure 12: Screenshot - Storage detailed answers from Q. 6 text box
Findings: 78% of the herbal community surveyed still store their monographs on hard
copy, so that they can be accessed pre/post consultation, whilst 60% use online PDF
technology. Reponses confirm that monographs online are available in PDF format
which is then printed out and stored.
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Q7. In the future, do you think a "general purpose online,
dynamically/automatically updated monograph service" would be of interest to
you and the herbal community in general?
I think it would be a fantastic resource for the herbal community.
31/10/2012 19:24

View Responses

'A'ould be useful as research is giving us new info continually. Would be good for safety issues and also where trials have
shown a negative / positive result for certain herbs & conditions.
22/10./2012 17.29

View Responses

yes. but once it would be manages oy a herbal practitioner or anyone with a good herbal knowledge as too many sites
managed by pharmaceutical companies or people specifically trying to see something with little experience. Someone must
love herbs to understand their importance
13/10.^2012 17-40

View Responses

Definitely - until now, I was unaware of seme of the online services you have mentioned in Q4
15/10/2012 11 '45

View Responses

Would like it to be from a clinical perspedive. not academic
14/10/2012 1?'22

View Ressonses

Figure 13: Screenshot of detailed responses supplied via text box
This question was set up in order to both gather opinion and initiate interest in the
idea of dynamic updating of monographs. Dynamic updating would enable herbalists
to register and dynamically update monographs whenever new information is
available. This would reduce the need for manual alterations of hard copy PDF files,
especially for herbalists that keep up to date with new research. Some respondents
suggested that they would use this site once the contributors were herbalists having
the specialised knowledge. Provision of this could lead to a whole new online facility
for herbal monographs championed by the herbal community.
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Q8. In your opinion, do monographs lack certain practicalities for the 21st
century herbalist, and if so where would you suggest these lie?
Monographs are not dynamic and do not encompass many vital aspects such as drug-herb interactions/devitalisations,
preparation methods, augmenting/attenuating combinations and much more
11/10/2012 8 48

R

View Responses

The monographs exist it takes discipline for a herbalist to Keep up to date with them
11/10/2012 5:52

View Responses

Some monographs just repeat each other Paractitooners should be asked how they use successfully the herbs and state in
minographs
11/10/2012 2:07

View Responses

Depends on type of monograph. I find monographs prepared by practicing herbalists much more useful that those prepared
for pharmacopeia reference books as the practitioners know howto use plants rather than limiting entries to data from
research. There can be very different entries on a herb in a practitioner authored book in comparison to national
pharmacopeias. I have also seen some books of limited use as they include info re-published by authors without practical
knowledge fie they have not applied the Info in clinic, but are regurgitating it in print).
11/10/2012 0 51

View Responses

thev can be outdated

Figure 14: Current monograph impracticalities supplied via text box

Analysis of this question showed approx 65% of those surveyed that there are issues
with current monographs including:
•

Not updated regularly

•

Lack of safety data in older monographs

•

Too many sources

•

Repetition without input from practicing herbalists

•

No herb-drug, herb-herb and herb-food interactions
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Q9. When treating digestive issues what herbs would you consider essential
from the following list?

Figure 15: Screenshot - Rating Digestive Herbs
Liquorice, Calendula. Filipenduia
15/10.^2012 1? 1,:;

Viesv Responses

Litters, calamus, dandelion root, and many others depending on the specific condition eg. if digestive issues rooted fron
nervous disorder then nervines would oe used etc
16/10//012

u/

View Responses

Gentian. Dandelion Root, the list could go on and on .
14/10/2012

View Responses

meadowsweet, acorus calamus, psyllium, dandelion root.agrimony. slippery- elm. milkthistle
14/10/2012

08

ytew Responses

Slippery Elm, Meadowsweet, Dandelion Root, Milk Thistle.
12/10.‘'2012 22..?'^

Viev.' Responses

Filipenduia ulmaria, silyoum marianum,
12/10/2012 20 30

View Responses

Figure 16: Rating Digestive Herb via text box supplied
The reasoning behind this question was to establish not only a hardcoded option of
10 herbs but also to gather opinions on all the other herbs available and used by
herbalists. It is apparent that there could be a lot more monographs added to the final
site. All herbalists can choose different herbs, thus updating of the information site
would become more frequent which would be managed by the herbal community.
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4.2 SURVEY CONCLUSION
All of the information gathered, supports the authors evaluation that there are issues
surrounding current monograph systems and also;
•

It identifies the design parameters for any proposed new system i.e. WikiHerb

•

Gives a metric to evaluate any technology for the new system.
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CHAPTER 5.0: CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES
IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Post extensive survey analysis the thesis author sought to investigate technologies for
the:
•

Assemble monographs

•

Disseminate information from said monographs

•

Usage of herbal monographs

Each technology investigated would then be applied to monograph preparation in the
purpose to attain whether said technology could be applied to the updating of herbal
monograph dynamically without losing any of the integrity of the monograph itself

5.2 OVERVIEW
1. PDF Files - A PDF document is suitable for transmission of the monograph
document over the internet it is specifically designed to protect copyright as the
supplier controls the editing capabilities thus preventing unauthorised editing.

2. Central Database - When there are large amounts of data of related information,
MySQL as with other servers allows for both efficient searching and retrieving of
data. A user does not need a computer qualification in order to create, administer and
maintain a working MySQL database.
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3. Ontology - It can also be best deseribed as an application build 'on top' of a
database meaning the database could store most of the data, but there is extra
programming to implement the ontological (which are classes, properties, inferences
ete)

4. Community Cloud - Herbal monographs are available on respeeted sites sueh as
WHO (World Health Organisation), EMA (European Medicines Ageney) and in
literature ESCOP (now out of print therefore it is not up to date). Many of the
monographs accessible online are not up-to-date whilst others request payment in
order to view the full current monograph, however these are compiled without taking
into consideration the most fundamental source of herbal knowledge which is the
herbalist themselves.
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5.3 PDF FILES

Post survey analysis, it was apparent from recipient responses that for herbalists, the
main 'soft copy' format of monographs available to practitioners is as a PDF file. A
PDF is a flat file which has the following attributes:
•

Closed system, private data

•

No integration between files

•

No integrity controls i.e. over the correctness of the data

A PDF document is suitable for transmission of the monograph document over the
internet it is specifically designed to protect copyright as the supplier controls the
editing capabilities thus preventing unauthorised editing.
Portable Document Format (PDF) was designed by Adobe and is an open standard
which allows a user to convert documents in a closed format called PDF. Post
conversion the user can then view the document online as if it were printed pages.
Business orientated information systems typically publish data in PDF for sale over
the internet.
The original ADOBE software tool allowed the user to design a document and then
publish it in PDF format. The reader could then only view and not interact with the
document. (Meyer 1987)
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5.3.1 XML
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language that defines a set of rules
that allow for encoding documents in a format that is both machine readable and
human readable. (Bray, Paoli et al. 1997) XML is used for organising data for use on
the web and is easy to create and maintain used extensively in the following sites:
•

RSS - Rich Site Summary which was previously known as RDF (Resource
Description Framework, discussed in ontology section) is open source and is
used to publish work which can be updated frequently.

•

PHP - Hypertext Pre-processor is an open source scripting language which
allows for dynamic web pages to be generated. (Choi 2000)

5.3.2 Project Implementation
The following monograph template was created using XMLNotepad 2007, which
was a free download from Microsoft. XMLNotepad provides a simple intuitive user
interface for browsing and editing XML documents and has an instant schema
validation when a user is type to prevent errors and show if the document is valid or
not. (Daconta, Obrst et al. 2003)Post survey analysis a basic monograph document
was entered into the XMLNotepad which included the practicalities herbalists were
seeking. These practicalities included:
•

Herb-herb, herb-drug, herb-food interactions

•

Dosage (broken down into dilutions)

•

Experience of herbalists in clinic
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Figure 17: Monograph.xml file (XMLNotepad - Tree structure)

Figure 18: Monograph.xml fide (Notepad++ & XML Output)

Generation of an XML document would enable users to update information within
said monographs dynamically. Updated XML files can be transferred into
MICROSOFT EXCEL documents and saved as a PDF.
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Figure 19: Monographxml file in Excel

The moderator would in turn edit the document and upon completion publish as a
PDF. This raises the issue of delays, as in different practitioners may update an XML
a few times a week, so it would become a fiill time job for the moderator to edit this.
Another issue would be the cost incurred in purchasing a PDF editing program from
either Adobe or another editing source.
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Figure 20: Monographxml file as PDF published from Excel
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5.3.2 PDF Technology Conclusion
Each PDF file is essentially a private, elosed eontainer of data. There is no efficient
way to manage the data across a large set of PDF documents.
Example: someone wanted to reuse a section of one doeument in a different
document, or have different versions of a document.
In a centralised database or XML enabled database, all the data used by an
organisation can be shared and managed. Data required for any doeument can then be
exported in XML and the PDF document can be populated with data from that XML
file.

i

i

Rill in Roi'm
c^nmiil

RI>K

Figure 21: Central repository and management database
This technology is designed for business orientated information providers, so the end
user still ends up using a closed PDF file.
Although the latest ADOBE development for PDF is a range of software has been
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designed to add new dynamic functionality to a PDF document. One such feature is
that the data in a PDF document can be automatically imported from an XML file. If
the herbal community was to consider this option then each member would have to
purchase the ADOBE software which is both expensive and time consuming.
The author concludes that PDF technology is not suitable for an open, community
and collaboration information system.
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5.4 CENTRAL DATABASE
5.4.1 Overview
Databases are designed to work with relational data which is defined as the
following;
•

Data can only be stored in a table which is made up a grid of rows or
columns. There can be multiple tables in the system and the data in each table
can be linked to other tables, however each row is unique to that specific
table.

Consider the following two examples:
Example 1: The database below is made up of information about customers.
T-3'

~'"'n

Customers' .
Customer ID
f+ ALFKI
ANATR
* ANTOM
;r+ AROUT
♦ BERGS
: i+ BLAUS
■+ BLONP
BOLID
\m BONAP
BOTTM

r"*
>■

Compan |
Alfreds Futterkis j
Ana Trujillo Ernp^ j
Antonio Moreno j
Around the Horn
Berglunds snabb
Blauer See Delik;
Blonde! pere et f
Bolido Comidas f
Bon app’
‘
Bottom-Dollar M j

10248
10249
10250
10231
10252
10233
10254
10255
10236
10257
10238
10239

+

+

Wilman Kala
Tradi^So Hiperrnercados
Hanari Carnes
Victuailles en stock
Supremes deiices
Hanari C.arnes
Chop-suey Chinese
Richter Supermarkt
Wellington Importadora
HILARICSN-Abastos
Ernst Handel
Centro comercial Moctezuma

Figure 20: Relational Sales Database (Treacy, B; 2012)
The Customer table is made up of information relating to the customer i.e. name,
address etc whilst the Order table is made up of what the customer buys.
Databases can list entire tables from different sources. As per Figure 22 above, the
Customer and Order table can be lined via the Customer ID number.
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Example 2: Lecturer
Btreacy^
Mdavin ^ ^
FSheehan

B223L
F1.2

Course
Cl|
C7
Ct

Database
Modeling
Networks

L

Enrols
S#
SlOO
S102i k

SlOO

C^

Mark

Cl
C2

40
45
60

c^ f

Btre^y
Mdavin
Btreacy

Note how the Course# in Enrols
links to the Course table;
likewise for Student#

Student
SlOO
S102 N f
S104

J.Bloggs
J. Murphy
F.OShea

Cork
Youghal
Cobh

Figure 23: Logical link between database tables (Treacy, B; 2012)

NB: there is NO physical link; it is a logical link based on the same attribute
appearing in both tables.
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5.4.2 MySQL
In a 2006 article entitled "Dispelling the Myths” MySQL AB”, MySQL was rated the
"world's most used" relational database management system (RDBMS) (Schumacher
and Lentz 2007). MySQL is a widely used open source database and data storage
system. Millions of users choose MySQL as their primary database for use in web
applications due to it being a central component in open source software sueh as
PHP, Linux and Apache. A database server will allow for multiple users to access a
database at the same time, unlike flat files such as spreadsheets which can only be
opened and used by one user at a time. When there are large amounts of data of
related information, MySQL as with other servers allows for both efficient searching
and retrieving of data. A user does not need a computer qualification in order to
create, administer and maintain a working MySQL database.
5.4.3 PHP
PHP is one of the most popular scripting languages on the web today. It is used to
enhance web pages as PHP is flexible enough to be embedded in HTML, allowing
the user to create usernames, passwords, check details in a form, forums ete.
PHP is known as a server side language due to the faet that execution of the code is
not on a user's personal computer but is on the computer the user requested the pages
from. Post request, the results are displayed on the user's browser. PHP is believed to
stand for Hypertext Pre-processor whilst others believe it to be Personal Home
Page.(Tatroe 2005)
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In order to run PHP, a user requires a web server where there are two options:
1. Implement the server using one's own technology
2. Rent a server which is called a hosted server
EasyPHP which tricks the user's computer into believing that it has a server installed
on it. EasyPHP allows the user to test their scripts on their PC. PHP can be installed
on top of your own servers software and is compatible with many software packages
which in this project would be Apache. PHP is used by inserting PHP code inside the
HTML that makes up your web site. In time, when a client requests a v/eb page that
contains this code, the server executes it. Like HTML, PHP code does not need to be
completed before it can be used, but can be processed as the user needs. (Tatroe
2005) PHP can take infonnation from web based forms and store said information in
a database (MySQL).

5.4.4 Project Implementation
WEB PAGE: The front end web page generated to accompany the PHP/MYSQL
database was generated first using HTML code. The aim of the web page was to
provide user friendly interface that herbalists could access in order to input
information relevant to herbal monographs. This web page contained the website
logo to establish branding.
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Figure 24: Logo and front page ofDatabase website

Figure 25: Blank Form on Database website
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d jAt

The user was then confronted with a form (PHP code embedded in HTML)
requesting them to fill in details in order to update herbal monographs. The sections
were specifically chosen following survey analysis in the aforementioned section and
included:

1. ID
2. User E-mail address (to allow for further contact)
3. Name (of herb)
4. Latin (name of herb)
5. Uses (how the herbs are used)
6. Herb-Drug-Interactions
7. Herb-Herb-Interactions
8. Dosage
9. Personal-Experience
10. Postdate
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niamh. Dbrien8!rii’cir..is

Herbalist-Email;

rman Chasicirdli

Xame

Harricaria recurita

Latin:

roenstrual complainta.
infusions

(teas)

In concentrated

to stimulate labour As

an a^ioli^tic and mild sedative against
insomnia.

Topically,

used as an eyewash

for sore or tired eyes.

As a mouthwash

against gingivitis and halitosis.
Externally,

as a poultice or cream for

minor rashes or afcrasio.ns of the sk-i.n...
Possible interaction with warafin and
other blood thinners

Herb-Dnis-lnteraction:

Figure 26: Fields 1 of 2 post data entry on HTML front end page

Figure 27: Field 2 of 2 post data entry on HTML front end page
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The user, which would be a medical herbalist, could then input information into each
field and once the submit button was clicked, the information would be sent to the
MySQL database via PHP code embedded in the HTML code.
This would allow for the database in MySQL to be updated dynamically upon
completing of the form.
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Figure 28: Updated MySQL Database called "Dynamic"
The "Dynamic" database above has been updated after user entries via the front end
web form. Data is being moderated by the database administrator who has full access
to the database files. The user can view changes in monographs after they complete
the form. Upon form completion, a screen is returned which not only dates when the
monographs were uploaded but also allows the user to view information that has been
inputted by other users within the community.
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Figure 29: Screenshot of what is returned to user

5.4.5 DATABSE Technology Conclusion
Database technology offers an online, updatable system. However it requires high
level of expertise in database design, administration, web programming etc. A
comprehensive info service is possible but would take either a number of years or a
team of programmers to do same.
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5.5 ONTOLOGIES - SEMANTIC WEB AND INTELLIGENCE
5.5.1 Overview
An ontology captures the knowledge within an organisation as a model and can be
described as a knowledge database. It ean also be best described as an application
build 'on top' of a database meaning the database could store most of the data, but
there is extra programming to implement the ontological (which are classes,
properties, inferences etc). (Treacy, B; 2012) This is accomplished by storing data in
a domain, but also storing the semantics that define the meaning of the data. This
model can then be implemented on computer software. The ontology can then be
accessed or queried by users to display relationships and answer questions. Analysis
of an ontology allows clarification of the structure of knowledge. (Holsapple and
Joshi 2002)
The Semantic web allows for the combing and integration of data, taken from
different sources and recording how this data relates to real world objects. In order
for ontologies to function semantic rules must be applied. The function of these rules
is to:
•

Recognise inconsistencies that appear in individuals created in the system,
aka Data. (Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001)

Generate new knowledge via inference. (Inference tries to obtain answers from the
knowledge system) (Nisbett and Ross 1980)
Typical features of an Ontology system include:
•

Creation
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•

Visualisation

•

Manipulation of ontologies (edit)

•

Range of representations (e.g. Frames, OWL)

•

Customisation - modular/plug in where one uses only the components of a
larger system that they need as it is simpler, more user friendly, flexible and
less resource heavy.

Some of the core components of an ontology describe the entities of the domain, in
this case classes/concepts, individuals/instances and relationships.

5.5.2 Ontology Components
Classes - can also be described as concepts or even types and represent a group of
different individuals (see below), that share common traits or characteristics.
For example, most plant life share certain characteristics, such as leaves, stem, root
and flowers. Likewise, (most) trees share the same characteristics, except for the stem
which in this case is replaced by bark.
Classes can also be broken down into subclasses whilst remaining in a relationship
with the class.
For example, if Peppermint is a subclass of Mint, then any instance of Peppermint
will also be an instance of Mint.
Instances/Objects - are the basic layer of the ontology and represent what the
ontology is describing i.e. the article of interest which in this case is Mint.
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Example: In the HERB domain, facts about a specific herb can be represented:
Peppermint has colour Purple as a component, where Peppermint is an instance of the
class MINT and Purple is an instance of the class COLOUR.
Relations - describe the way in which instances are related to each other.
Attributes - represents the characteristics or properties that classes can have.
Example the Peppermint object has attributes such as:

■

<has as Latin name> Mentha Piperita

■

<has by definition as part> petals (with as minimum and maximum cardinality:
4)

■

<has by definition as part one of> purple flower, white flower

■

<has by definition as part> cold taste

Inference/Rules - The essence of the Semantic web is that relationships can be
inferred. Inference are statements that describe the logical inferences that can be
drawn from an assertion in a particular form and are usually made up of if-then
statements (antecedent-consequent).

As data is modeled as a set of relationships between resources, inference can create
new relationships based on the information/data provided and also a set of
rules/additional information. This allows for data integration to be improved via the
discovery of these new relationships, analysis of data content and overall knowledge
management. (Cullot, Ghawi et al. 2007)
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Example: RESULT 1: Peppermint can be used for treating the user's symptom.
The result is returned if the following is satisfied:
<Rule: 1>
Rule good ForTheSymptom
hasSymptom(?p, ?s) ^ treats(?m, ?s)
(If p (person) has a s (symptom) and m (mint) can treat the s (symptom) then
RESULT 1 will be returned.
Characters that start with ‘?’ are a logical set of attributes and these attributes are part
of the previously defined classes.

5.3.3.2 Ontology Construction Standards
An ontology in semantic web is a movement which allows for documents to be:
•

Open source - the core code is made available free of charge to the general
public who, in turn, can use and change the code to suit their specifications
without the threat of copyright and infringement legal issues

•

Machine readable and promote common data forms - files are in a format
which is understood by any computer. This is also known as metadata. Data
files which include RDF and XML are both marked up which allows an end
user to insert annotations to a document whish are clearly distinguished from
the text, thus allowing the machine to read the document.

•

Shares information amongst communities - allows for communities in a
specific filed to layer information into the ontology thus expanding same.
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5.5.3 Resource Description Framework (RDF) & Extensible Markup
Language (XML)
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a general method for the modeling
of information used in web resources and is a format for expressing logic.
Representation of data is generally unconstrained and although it can be used for sole
applications, RDF is more beneficial when shared because the value of the
information stored increases as it is spread across multiple applications. (Lassila and
Swick 1998)
RDF is more concerned with the meaning of the knowledge and not just data, by
putting entities together RDF can provide a conclusion or arrive at a fact.
RDF provides a platform and rules to breakdown knowledge into triples (smaller
pieces). Triples lay at the core of ontologies as they can be joined together thus
providing a more comprehensive view of the 'real world' within an ontology.
A triple is made up of the following: SUBJECT, PREDICATE and OBJECT.
Subject and Object are names for the two entities whilst the predicate is the
relationship between the said entities.
EXAMPLE:

SUBJECT

PREDICATE

OBJECT

I

own

mygarden

my_garden

has

peppermint

mygarden

is_in

cork

Although each of the 3 lines above can be called facts, in RDF they are known as
triples.
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Extensible Markup Language (XML)
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a doeument mark-up language and provides a
way to describe the type of data within a document. XML has been designed to be
simple and general purpose. The primary focus of XML is on document design
however nowadays it is widely used to represent semi-structured data in web pages.
(Choi 2000)

5.5.4 Web Ontology Language (OWL)
Although OWL and RDF are very similar, OWL provides a way to process Web
infoiTnation and builds on RDF by adding extra vocabulary for describing properties
and classes and therefore can be described as an extra modeling aspect. This
language is then used to describe classes and the relationships between them that
exist in both Web applications and documents. Within OWL, ontologies are made up
of classes and attributes and include rules on how both these classes and attributes
can be used. A Knowledge Base is the reasoning system in OWL and is loaded with
true-false statements which are known as predicates. These predicates help to specify
programs and to reason about the program correctness of the data that is stored in the
system. Predicates often include facts about attributes of classes and may include
facts that, although not present in the textual content of the original ontology are
logically implied by the OWL semantics. (McGuinness and Van Harmelen 2004)
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5.5.5 Project Implementation
In 2012, it seems that the technology of ontologies is heavily relied upon by the
semantic web. In the field of biosciences ontologies are extensively used in data
mining to combine the knowledge that is already in said field with new and existing
data, annotations and gathering information. The role of a herbal ontology in this
project, something which is not currently available to herbalists exclusively, is to
capture the domain of herbs and offer it in an understandable format which would
allow for monographs to be represented in basic schema which could be layered upon
by herbalists to encompass the vast array of medicinal herbs used to treat illnesses.

L

1

DOMAIN

j

Functional
^
Domain
Applications
Domain

Figure 30: Ontology functions and dimensions
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Ontology generation would allow for better engineering of the herbal knowledgebased system with respect to the gathering, verification and maintenance of herbal
information by professionals. This is something which is currently not available in
Ireland that is run for and by the herbal community professionals and not by
governing bodies of manufacturers.
This problem has already been addressed in China, where the Ministry of Science has
funded a project entitled the "Unified Traditional Chinese Medical Language
System" (Zhou, Wu et al. 2004) where the main objective is to design an ontology
which is both reusable and refmeable in order to combine and store all the knowledge
included in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM).
TCM is a far more complex system in the use of herbs to treat patients. Chinese
practitioners believe that all illnesses can be related back to Yin and Yang which are
opposing yet interdependent aspects of nature (Kong, Li et al. 2008)In accordance
with this theory the universe is made up 5 basic elements:
1. Earth
2. Fire
3. Metal
4. Water
5. Wood
Each of the above elements is used to analyse the connection between the human
pathology / physiology of the body and the outside environment. All of the organs
within the body have properties which are similar to the aforementioned five
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elements thus can be treated with a combination of herbs, however as the universe is
changing so does the combination.
Therefore the construction of a TCM ontology is both a complex and incredibly
labour intensive task due to the combination and synchronisation of the knowledge
acquisition from the vast library of sources available.
This process for the generation of an ontology for Irish herbalists, although intensive
is not as complex as practitioners do not use an extensive combination of herbs in
order to treat a patient presenting with a symptom. Irish herbalists refer to
monographs during the research of an illness, yet fine tune the information attained to
suit the patient. As previously discussed the majority of online and literary
monographs follow a specific set of rules where standard information is included
without acknowledging "what herbalists want".
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5.5.6 PROTOTYPE MONOGRAPH SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 32: Prototype showing class schema level
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DOMAIN: The domain of knowledge for this ontology on monographs is Herbs.
Within this domain knowledge is represented via concepts which in turn are a set of
entities, relations, instances and functions which lead to a common understanding
which is shared by the community.
CLASS:
There are 9 main classes in the herb monograph ontology and these are:
1. Herb name - identifies the type used in monograph: Further subdivided into
properties: hasActiveConsituents; hasMedium; hasParts.
Herb name has hierarchy of:
•

IsRatedby - which is representative of the herbs taste. Herbs such as
Peppermint {Mentha piperita) has a cold taste whereas Marshmallow
{Althea ojficinalis) is sweet. Individuals have a preference for taste.

•

IsIndicatedFor - is representative of the symptoms herbs treat. More
than one herb can treat a variety of symptoms.

•

IsLocatedIn - defines the location where a herb is grown. Many herbs
are grown in certain parts of the world but may or may not be native
to that location.

2. Person - set of users in the system. Further subdivided into properties:
person hasCondition; hasSymptom; hasHerb
3. Symptom - the symptom the user wants to treat and that the herb treats
4. Dose - how the herb can be taken
5. Constituents -describes what the active ingredients are in the herb
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6. Description - the botanical information on the herb
7. Habitat - where the herb can be grown
8. Condition - the herb is used to treat this condition, not to be mistaken with
symptom.
9. Taste - what taste the herb has
Post survey analysis, this prototype was updated to incorporate the needs of medical
herbalists in relation to herbal monographs.
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5.5.7 Design of Final Monograph Ontology-

IslndicatedFor

= ObjectProperty

= CLASS

“> =subClassOf

Figure 33: Final Monograph System Design Schema
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As per Final Monograph System Design schema:
Domain - The domain knowledge is Herbs. Any herb name can be inserted onto the
domain.
CLASS:
There are 15 main classes in the herb monograph ontology and these are:
Herb name - identifies the type used in monograph
Uses - This class describes how a herb is used, each particular herb hasUses and can
be used to treat a multitude of ailments.
E.g. Peppermint (Mentha piperita)
Analgesic - relieves pain
Antigalactagogue - inhibits milk secretion from the mammary glands Antiphlogistic reduces inflammation
Cephalic - issues relating to the head
Emmenagogue - promotes menstrual discharge
Vermifuge - medicine that expels intestinal worms
Safety - This class encompasses how safe it is to use a specific herb and has a
hierarchy of IsUnsafeFor. This is particularly important in cases of pregnancy and
terminal illness.
Latin - describes the Latin name of the herb, which is how herbalists refer to herbs.
Description - describes the appearance of the plant also known as the botanical
information, this allows for a user to recognise the plant.
Habitat - describes where the plant is grown
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Section - what part of the plant is used in herbal medicine.
E.g. Ginger (Root), Willow (Bark), Peppermint (Leaves), Chamomile (Flowers)
Constituents - the name of the chemical in the plant that has an effect on the body.
Phytochemical - each active constituent is part of a family/group known as
phytochemicals, as there are numerous active constituents in each herb,
phytochemicals is a hierarchy of constituents.
Admin - how the herb is administered
Dilutions - describes the dilutions of the herb when used in medicine E.g. 1:1 = 1
part herb to 1 part water.
Person - represents the user/patient in the system and has 3 properties: hasSymptom;
hasHerb; hasChronicDisease
Symptom - describes the symptoms the patient may present with
Taste - what taste the herb has
Chronic Disease - the herb cannot be used long term for certain conditions as it may
have interactions with medication, this lists the diseases.
Herb name has hierarchy of:
•

IsRatedby - which is representative of the herbs taste. Herbs such as
Peppermint {Mentha piperita) has a cold taste whereas Marshmallow {Althea
officinalis) is sweet. Individuals have a preference for taste.

•

IsIndicatedFor - is representative of the symptoms herbs treat. More than one
herb can treat a variety of symptoms.
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•

IsLocatedIn - defines the location where a herb is grown. Many herbs are
grown in certain parts of the world but may or may not be native to that
location.

•

IsContraIndicatedFor- describes where the herb should not be used for
specific conditions; this is different to safety and chronic diseases as it is
dependent on general medication and what other herbs are being used. Herbs
can interact with each other thus destroying the medicinal effects.

•

IsFoundln - encompasses the family of phytochemicals that the active
constituent comes from

•

IsUnsafeFor- specifically for the area of pregnancy and terminal illness.

Post survey analysis herbalists it was apparent that there was a lack of the following
information in monographs which could be implemented via an ontology schema:
Dilutions - has Dosage
Phytochemicals - IsFoundln
Chronic Diseases - hasChronicDisease
Contraindications - IsContraIndicatedFor
Although these are applied to the final schema, the aforementioned rules associated
w'ith the generation of an ontology may cause difficulties in updating files
dynamically, however the majority of monographic information can be incorporated
into an ontology. Administrators may need to review information before updating the
ontology, which does not allow for the herbalist to update each time.
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5.5.8 Ontology Technology Conclusion
Ontologies provide a better way for the herbalist community to:
•

Share information that is used in monographs

•

Reuse the monographs that are being updated

•

Capture and process domain (HERB) knowledge via concepts, classes and
semantics

The use of ontologies and the semantic web is a positive step towards developing a
source for the updating of herbal monographs dynamically as ontologies are open,
reusable and for a specific community.
If the herbal community could agree on a set of acceptable semantic constraints, then
a system could be developed to allow programmed intelligence on 'top of the data.
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5.6 COMMUNITY CLOUD
5.6.1 Overview
With the amount of herbal information available on the internet growing
exponentially it is difficult to pinpoint a single information system where medical
herbalists worldwide can have a personal input.
Many of the monographs accessible online are not up-to-date whilst others request
payment in order to view the full current monograph, however these are compiled
without taking into consideration the most fundamental source of herbal knowledge
which is the herbalist who is the user viewing monographs online and downloading
them as PDF for their files.
Input is vital from these sources in order to maintain a high standard of practice
throughout the community. Post survey research, it was apparent that there was a
space in the market for a site dedicated to herbal monographs that could be run by
and for those with recognised herbal qualifications, experience and knowledge.
wikiherb.wikidot.com was created.

5.6.2 Wikidot
Traditional websites, which are often referred to as 'static' offer a user the basics
which include the opportunity to read content, buy a product, discuss matters on
forums, watch a video but little else. Wiki sites are different in the fact that they
allow members and often visitors to make changes to the site, thus the site/page
contents change quickly.
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Figure 34: Wikidot logo
Wikidot was a Polish developed wiki hosting site which was launched in late 2006.
By 2012, they had moved their data centre to Amazon.com's EC2 (Elastic Compute
Cloud).
Wikidot which is open source, allows a user to set up a website free of charge
although upgrade options are available. (Pretlow and Jayroe 2010) Within their new
site, the user and/or community can upload and edit information as well as acting as a
portal for communication amongst said community without the need for scripting
language. The software used to script Wikidot is PHP. Once a user has a site set up,
they can implement their chosen status for the account which can be one of the
following options:
•

Private - allowing site members only to view and make changes

•

Open - allows members of any Wikidot community to join

•

Closed - contain rules that restrain membership of site.

Wikidot provides tools, tutorials, themes, tag clouds, community know-how's in
order to aid a user to build the best possible site.
Some of the key features of Wikidot include:
•

User chooses their own site name
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•

Choose a theme from a bank of templates or the help and adviee to create a
theme of their own

•

Extensive forums where one can communicate with other wiki members

•

Snippets site which allows the user access to reusable pieces of code

•

Translation of the interface into many languages besides English (Peterson
2009)

5.6.3 Project Implementation
5.6.3.1 Overview
Name: The name WikiHerb was the name given to the site as it was both memorable
and encompassed the domain of Herb.

Objective: The objective of setting up wikiherb.wikidot.com was to provide a portal
where a monograph template could be updated dynamically by herbal medicine
practitioners, as these are the target audience who access monographs regularly. A
community website would also act as a means of providing links to other information
sources.

Membership: Whilst the site is in its embryonic stage, it was decided to keep the site
private and allow access only to professional herbalists as this is the reasoning behind
the "community approach". The site administrator has a first class honours degree in
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Herbal Science (CIT, 2011) so, although not a practicing herbalist, has extensive
knowledge of monographs and herbs in general.
Site layout: The site although basic, is only a foundation upon which a more
extensive site can be built upon. As the community grows, so shall the site evolve
into a comprehensive database where monographs can be updated dynamically.
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Figure 35: Screenshot of Front page of WikiHerb

5.63.2 Properties of Front Page
1. Home/Welcome - The viewer is met with the tagline "The HOME of the Dynamic
Monograph", which explains in one line what this site is all about. This page has
been kept very basic and provides a famous Culpeper quote. All herbalists recognise
this quote as Nicholas Culpeper who was a famous herbalist of his time, and his
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books are still referenced to this day. The WikiHerb information contained on this
page introduces the viewer to the reasoning behind the setup of this site.
Emphasis was placed on the logic of building a herbal community in order to update
monographs dynamically, which is the purpose of this project. Navigation around the
site is via the top and side bars (to be discussed later).

2. What is WikiHerb is about?
What is WikiHerb about?
If you t^lnk in re/rns of a /en’',
Confucius (5S1-479 BCE)

a seo<J;

tenns of cen yearns, oi^nt trees: if io cenr^Ss of 100 /e^rs, te

WikiH«Ml> :{> i^bout Cfeabog j
tbot; contains (tus iricst. con»pfehijin.siv*
nionograpt's that are updated in reai time by th<» vVikjHiirb community whicin will
be made up of herbalist practitioners. This site is not a commercial site for manufacturer opinions.
Only you can help make this site achieve its full potential, ll^is can be achieved bv;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update monographs reguiadv witn the mfomation you think is necessary, (use the EDIT outtc^n found at the Octtcfn or the
The page tag cloud will lead you duectly to the pages that contain the tag selected t^nd it does look cool, spinning aiound and around and around)
Invite other members of your professional bodv./ccmmunity to join this site
Rate the page (found in the bottom menu), this will allow the administrators to review content should a page maintain a low sconrig rating
Please use the Porum for your discussions. Ail feedback both positive or negative is greatly s^ppreciared
Ttie Conmients section above lets you cell us what you tfiink, all feedback bott' positive or negative is greativ appreciated and will heip us to improve this
site.
• Share interesting aitides with your peers in the Herbal Communitv.
• Contact us should vou have anv questions, we are here to help.
• Rnaliv: Enjoy'
Its what you deserve, its WikiHerb

Figure 36: Screenshot of what WikiHerb is about
This page tells the user what the site is about and encourages them to explore and
update features. Links are provided to both the comments and contact section as
feedback from the community will lead to site development and improvement.
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3. Tag Cloud

Figure 37: Screenshot of Tag cloud and page associated with option chosen
The tag cloud is similar to the search page however this allows a user to choose a
property from the cloud (in this case eyebright) and the system returns a list of pages
that have been tagged with eyebright. This can be used to navigate through the site
quickly.

4. Search this site

Search the site
digestive
pages only

Search
pages and forum ^ forum only

Digestive Monographs
DIGESTIVE HERBS Burdock (Arctium) Burdock Monograph Cayenne (Capsicum annuum) Pepper Monograph Chamomile (Matricaria
chamomiila) Chamomile Monograph Garlic (Allium sativum) Garlic Monograph
http://wikiherb-wikidot.com/digestive-monographs

The Body by Systems
Please click on the link beside your system of -choice below to be directed to the monographs for said system Circulatory Circulatory
Monographs Digestive Digestive Monographs (For thesis purposes
http://wikiherb.wikidot.eom/the-body-by-systerr:S

Chamomile Monograph
herb to consider when treating digestive issues. Traditionally it is drunk as a tea which helps bring about a natural sleep due to its
calming and sedating properties. MODERN USES TEA: German
http ://v.'ikiherb,wikidot:-com/chamomil<-;-monograph

Figure 38: Screenshot of Search "digestive” and page returned
This feature allows the user to input a word and the site shall return the pages where
this word is contained. An added feature is that pages only, forums and pages or
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forum only can be checked. Should a user not have the time to go through this site
then the search option provides quicker access to the information sought. If no result
is returned then this may encourage the user to update the site to include said
information.

Site Navigation

Home
The Body by Systems
MONOGRAPHS
Phytochemicals
Forum
Recent forum posts
Rate our Logo
Recommended Reading
view source

1 print o

Q f*tX» THIS

12.

_

Tags I Edit

15.

This site has been visited
08001717

Figure 39: Screenshot of side bar on Front page ofWikiHerb

5. Home
This feature shall lead the user back to the home/welcome page.
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6. The Body by Systems MONOGRAPHS
This page provides links to the monographs present on the site for each of the
systems. The body is broken down into eleven systems, and in each system there are
10 herbs. Upon clicking the link to Digestive the user is brought to another page
where the ten herb monographs for digestive are already generated.
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2.
3.
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0»ue*.st;iv« Dia«s;tiv<H MoFioyr\.^p|-is tP4.*r
Fndoc riri<» fr.ndocnriie MoriOQrapl»«

4.

loirriiuri** Immi.irto Moi"«ogi c»pt-is

5.
€>.
7.
S.
9».
ID.
11.

to

d'roct&o/ to

rr>onoQi3i(3t~>s for s^ict syst€in-i

pt»rpo«i«s?», rr9ortoijir«»pli!M cront<fiin

for ciiQcsis^tivo onlyt)

Lymphatic LymphxTitic Monographs
Mos-c.ular Mirsctilar Monographs
Nervous Nervous Monographs
Reproductive Reproductive MonoQi'aphs
Kesplrotory Respiratory Monographs
SikGletal Skeletal Monographs
Urinary Urinary Monographs

Return to HOMtl page

Figure 40: Screenshot of Body by Systems Page
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Figure 41: Screenshot of Digestive Monograph page
Upon navigation to the digestive monographs, the user can choose which monograph
they wish to view and/or update and follow the link to same. At the end of this page
is a link to a blank monograph template which the user can fill in to add a new herb
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to the list. A contact link has also been added, should the user wish to contact an
administrator in regards to information already displayed.

Figure 42: Screenshot of Chamomile Monograph page

Monograph Template
u»e

lemplate

INTFRACTTONS
HERB-DRUG INTERACTIONS

If you ar« creating a inonograpii

NAMir

HERB-HERB INTERACTIONS

t.ATIN NAMt

HERB-EOOD INTERACTIONS

SYNONYMS (ca^^ }ncicee kfca:

EVIDENCE/RESEARCH

fAMlLY
BOTANICAL INFORMAHON r:S'-.

Jp:

PART/S USED

PRACTITIONER KNOWLEDGE (Plesse sPare ycur cinca: exoeriance cf tnis herb here)
THERAPEUTIC EEEICACY

AOMINISTRAnON

CLINICAL TRIAL EVIDENCE
PHARMACOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

TRADITIONAC/tOCAL USES
MODERN USES
DOSACE STRATEGIES

POSITIVE RESEARCH
I'i. 1:2, !:?,

SAFETY

NEGATIVE RESEARCH

GENERAL

ARTICLE LINKS fPlease fee: free to maube rele-rart articles either authored by you or th.

PAEOIATRIC

LINKS TO ARTICLES (Please place the URL link inside thiese brackets iifik heie)

PREGNANCY
ADVERSE REACTIONS

REFERENCES

HERBAL COMBINATIONS

Take me to HOME page
Ttie Body by Systems

Figure 43: Screenshot ofMonograph template page
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Post survey analysis, the monograph template was the most important form within
this site. Survey recipients had discussed how monographs lacked certain
practicalities such as:
•

Herb-Drug/Herb-Herb/Herb-Food Interactions

•

Traditional Uses

•

Dosage Strategies

•

Positive/Negative Research

•

Personal Experience

All of these have been included in the new monograph structure to encourage
herbalists to update each section with their extensive knowledge and experience. The
monograph template also encourages users to add links to documents of interest
including documents/papers they have authored.
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7. Phytochemicals

Phytochemicals

■ x;

i>HYT{)('HKMIC\I,S

True Alkaloids

hIKAICJDS
ANTVK'OAMJN;
CAROTENOIDS
cot
FtAVAN .■5-OLE
elavonoids
Hyr>Ro.<yciNRAMiC acide
lEOPlAVONES
ulONANS
MONOPHgNClS
MONOTERr£NgS
organosulfides
PHtNOLrC ACIDS

Deadly Nightshade Monograph

Atropine

Deadly Nightshade {^trcps bet!s<Scnr-^}
)»mson weed (Dsturs stramcnh/rr-i
M ind:ak- fMarwcagora cffiC-oafum)

NAMf
I.ATTN MAMF
SYNONYMS

(car. ;rciui^

r-3/r:.55;

FAMilY

Figure 44: Screenshot ofpage links from a Phytochemical group
through to the herb that contains said phytochemical.
(Each arrow is representative of a link between pages)
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There are thirteen phytochemical groups and in the above screenshot the first
phytochemical is the group Alkaloids. Within alkaloids there are five different types
which can be further broken down into seven sub types.

8. Forum
The forum is essential as it is via here, that all feedback which is crucial to make this
site work can be viewed by both the administrator and the community. If the site is
not up to standard (herbalists are all about standardisation) and feedback is not acted
upon, then the community will lose interest in WikiHerb and the site shall fail. The
forum lets the community have their say as well as providing a means for
international users within the community to interact with each other.
It also provides a space for heated discussion as within every community there is
politics where different professional groups are involved. This shall only benefit the
site.

General Discussion
Forum » Forum Discussion / General Discussion
Number of threads; 2
Number of posts: 2
S RSS: New threads | New posts

The floor Is open to suggestions!

Order by; Last post date i Thread starting date
Create a new thread ;

................ j

started

Posts

bv |;*) niamhobrien
10 Dec 2012, 21:14

,

bv:i;*) niamhobrien
10 Dec 2012, 02:03

,

Thread name

Will WikiHerb work?
Tell us how we can improve

Name that Herb
How well do you know your herbs?

Figure 45: Screenshot ofForum Page
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Recent post

9. Recent Forum Posts

Recent Forum Posts
f-'rom caf.egones;

All categories

Q

Update

Will WikiHerb work?
B’-) oiamhobrlen 10 Dec 2012, 21:14
in discussion Forum Discussion / Generai Discussion >» Will WikiHerb work?
Witat needs to change
"Ati that man needs for pood health and healng can be fcund in nature, it is the job of science to find it
14SJ-1S41

- Paracelsus, Father of Pharmacology,

Name that Herb
§:-) ntarrihobrien 10 Dec 2012, 02:03
in discussion Forum Discussion / General Discussion » Name that Herb
Guess the herbs bv the leaves ONLY, the winner shall have then name included on our Welcome page as wise wiklHerber of tl«e
Week
Answers can be posted on this thread.......

Figure 46: Screenshot of Recent Forum Posts
The link to this page has been attached to the side bar so members, should they feel
the need can log in and view posts randomly to check if someone has replied to a
thread they have started or to check on what is happening without having to go
through the whole forum.

10. Rate our Logo

11 time of the D viinmic I\l«iio«riipli
Figure 47: Screenshot ofRate our Logo page
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As this site is a brand new concept, it was essential that the site had a specific
branding. This logo is a prototype and copyright free and by letting the community
rate this image should give them a sense of involvement. This may also lead to a
discussion on the forums.
Please rate our logo
w

w

w

w

'* ■

Please fee! free to comment on this page in our Comments section

Figure 48: Screenshot of Rating

At the end of the logo page is a rating feature which allows the user to rate this logo
and also a link to the comments. At a later date this would enable quality control and
feedback in relation to the monograph data.

11. Recommended Reading

Recommended Reading
Have you an article or book that you would like to share with the community, please let us know here
http /ywww.australlafir)atur'altheraplstsassociation.com.au/downloads/bt!rsaty/2009/ANTA' 8i.irsa!'y_Allson_Shavv.pdf
http //wwvv.unif!'a.b'Vpos/aafarm/doi.vnloads/_l2.9'b20commonly%20used9®20pl3nts_%20review.pdf
http //WWW. ptfarm.pl/pub/rile/Acta_Poloniae/2011/1/003, pdf
http //3ob,oxfordjourr!als,org/content/73/A''497,fuH,pdf+html

Figure 49: Screenshot of Recommended Reading page
This feature was added to encourage the community to add links to interesting
articles relating to anything within the herb domain, that they think other members
would be interested in. These links would include the most current up-to-date
research on herbal attributes, by default may encourage discussion on the forums.
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12. Add new page

Figure 50: Screenshot ofAdd new page feature
This feature will allow a eommunity member to add an exeitmg new page to the
expanding site, which in turn may encourage others to so same. As more information
is inputted then the site will be become more respected due to the quality of content.
The site administrator can then provide the suitable links to the new page.

13. Source/Print

Figure 51: Screenshot of Source code/Print button
This feature will appear as part of the nav:side (side navigation bar) on every page,
thus allowing the user to view the code that makes up the pages and to print
monographs off for their own records. Members can update monographs and print
them out thus eliminating the need to print out PDF files and update them manually.
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13. Site Promotion

This will encourage the community to promote this site on social networks and to add
bookmarks incorporating the WikiHerb URL.

O l=l£»>

THIS

W"

Bookmark & Share

X
Twftter
Print

Faceloook
Ema )i
Omai!

StumtaleUpon

F a V o r ft e s

|_J Blogger

Xumfcjlr
Googie
O .A.*rj:>3Tr tE

Pinterest
More.,^ 1.327>
F'rivaci*' r.»

Settin-gs

Figure 52: Screenshot of Site promotion feature

14. Tags/Edit

Figure 53: Screenshot of Tag/Edit feature
This feature allows a user to edit pages within the site and add tags from that page
which will then appear on the tag cloud for easier and quicker navigation around the
site.
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15. Statistics Counter

Figure 54: Screenshot of Stat Counter
This feature was inserted so that the administrator could analyse statistical data
collected from visits to the website. Over time the pages which are not visited
frequently can then be modified.
This can be achieved by having an account in StatCounter.com which enables the
account holder to access a code which can be included in their web pages. Stat
Counter (set up by a Dublin man Aodhan Cullen and based in Dublin) is an analysis
tool for web traffic and statistics are derived from hits.

Figure 55: Stat Counter Logo
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Figure 56: Screenshot of Bar chart graph showing site activity
over a week from StatCounter.com account

Daily ; WeeiCiy | Monthly | Quanerly | Yearly
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Summary Log: No Limit

0 Page Loads
■ Unique Visits
H Returning Visits

Data to Show:

/I Page toads

Graph Type:

<• Bar Graph

Unique Visits
, ■ Area Graph

Returning Visits
Update

No Graph

Q Save As Default

Figure 57: Screenshot showing index of most popular pages on
WikiHerb site from StatCounter.com
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TOP BAR MENU/NAVIGATION
*Wt<»e Wikihirbef ol tih«

QybT

16.

R«<»nt Updates
17.

Figure 58: Screenshot of top bar menu/navigation
16. ’’Wise WikiHerber of the Week" Quiz

ise Wikiherble of the Week, please use the thread on the forum to answer!

Figure 59: Screenshot of Quiz page

This page was included to add not only a bit of humour to an otherwise serious site
but also to promote competition amongst community herbalists in order to be the first
to submit the correct answer. All answers must be submitted via the forum, thus
encouraging users to participate in the forums.

17. Recent Monograph Updates
This property was included for both the administrator and community to see what
areas of the monographs have been updated recently and by whom; they can then
navigate to the specific page and review same.
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updates
Rate our Logo - niamhobrien -10 Dec 2012, 02:26
Herb Gallery - niamhobrien -10 Dec 2012, 01:48
What is WikiHerb about- niamhobrien -10 Dec 2012, 01:33
updates - niamhobrien - 9 Dec 2012, 21:14
Recent updates - niamhobrien - 9 Dec 2012, 21:12

Figure 60: Screenshot of update page

18. About us
The about page displays an image of the site administrator and includes information
on the administrators link to herbal medicine. Post survey analysis, it was apparent
that recipients would like to see a site that was run by people with extensive
knowledge of herbs.
About WikiHerb
WELCOME » About WikiHerb
WikiHerb was set up by Niamh 0'3nen (BSc) under the supervision of Svron Tracey (Computing Department), as a key component of an MSc
Computational Biology (CiT 2011/12} Tliesis project entitled "Dynamic Herbal Monographs in a Digital World"
Q: 'Is there a portal where the most up-to-date comprehensive monographs can be accessed, that is both reliable and a trusted source used and

updated by those in the herbal community?
A: NOi Untii now, 'WIKIHERB has been created to solve this problem, wrk/nsrb.wiidrfct.cc-T! is the first site created that allows monographs to be
updated dynamically i.e, in real time, by members of the herbal communibi', thus allowing for the information that YOU as a herbalist thinks should
be included. This information contained on this site is bv and for youi
(In 2011, Niamh graduated from Cork InstibJte of Technology with a BSc (IH) in Heftai Science.)

Figure 61: Screenshot ofAbout page
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19. Contact
The contact page a form which the member can fill in with their details and it is then
sent to the administrator. This is essential for issues which members feel cannot be
discussed over the forum. Maintaining an element of privacy is a key factor on any
site.
Contact WikiHerb
WELCOME »• Contact WikiHerb
Thank you for

At WlkiMoi b v«i« welcome your Input! To ^enci
First name, last name

rriotssiiriiqo to tho site administrator, fslecise use this form:

iNiamh. OBnen

Country

i Ireland

Emaii

ifediisab@yahoo com

vour mossaQO

iThis js a test to see if this mail is I
iforwarded via the contact details i
iform on wikrh^rb.
iwill be used for screenshot]

Send

Figure 62: Screenshot of Contact form

{wikiherb.wikidot,com] Contact via Wikidot,com
Wikidot.com •;$encier@\viki<dot corns

14 30 (0 minutes ago)

io n-e •
name country' email comment
"Niamh, O'Brien”.Ireland redhsabl^yahoo.com 'This is a test to see if this mall is forwarded '/la the contact details form on vvikiherb
Will be used for screenshot”

Figure 63: Screenshot of mail received via contact form in previous figure above
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
* Favicon - which uses the CIT logo and is the website icon. This is for thesis
purposes. When the site becomes established and if the WikiHerb logo receives
favourable responses, this can be edited and changed.

IH Contact WikiHerb -

Figure 64. Favicon (CIT)

Edit

*Edit

This appears at the end of each page and allows the member to edit the page they are
viewing, which is essential for the dynamic update of files.

* Rate

Rcite (+3^

This appears at the end of each page and allows the member to rate the page they are
viewing in starts from 1-5. Should a low seore be apparent, the administrator can
review page.

*

Email Invitation

Thus far, WikiHerb is a private site so members can be invited via email from the
site. This limits the community to those who worthy of invitation and prevents users
who lack herbal knowledge from updating pages.
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List of pending (not accepted) email invitations
sent by Admins only 1 ai!
Recipient
2012-12-10

Attempts

IMiamh Ni Bhnan <rediisab©yahoc,com>
invited by
niarnhobncn

Status

Action

Not joined yet

Resend | Deleti

Hi, Niamh Ni Bhrian!
Hi, I justwantto remind you about the invitation I have sent you some time ago.
The original message is included below:
niamhoDrien (Niamh O'Brien) would like to invite you to the wiki website WIKIHERB
created at Wikidot.
Sent to view the Join button which is not accessible to administrator
To accept this invitation (and get a VVikidot account if you don t have one yet) click
the link;

Accept invitation
F S If you do net wsnt to scoept this invitation - jy$t ignote it. if you oslievs this invitation is
abusive please report it fo' supc:rtg'.vi«idot-acni

Figure 65. Screenshot of mail pending and accepted

5.63.4 Community Cloud Technology Conclusion
Provision of an online information system for the herbal community was the aim of
this cloud technology investigation. This site would allow for medical herbalists to
collaborate and update monographs dynamically online, adding information that is
important within clinical practice.
The following features allow for administrators to gauge opinion from the
community:
1. Community Based - the site is specifically run by and for the herbal
community as a whole
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2. Forum - the forum allows for open discussion amongst the community on all
matters both herbal and general.
3. Advanced Search - the search feature allows a user to navigate through the
site taking them directly to area of interest
4. Rating - this feature is present on each page and acts as a means of quality
analysis for the site. If the page feedback is poor then the administrators can
review the page to cater to the tastes of the community
5. Portal to other online links - this service allows the community to add articles
and research papers with links to the site.
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CHAPTER 6.0: SYSTEM TESTING
6.1 Overview
Testing of the website is vital before it goes live to the community, as this will lead to
a greater overall user experience. As this site is aimed at professionals in the field of
herbal medicine minor errors, embarrassing mistakes, simple glitches and incorrect
herbal information could turn your visitors away. Quality analysis is a major factor
when testing systems; if the content is poor then the user will not navigate through
the site and may not return. WikiHerb, upon launch is aiming to become a portal for
dynamic monographs thus doing away with the needless searching of websites and
manual updating of current monographs.

6.2 Testing Implementation
Before launching this site to the herbal community as a whole, the administrator
invited three Herbal Science graduates to become members of WikiHerb and
navigate through the site. They were encouraged to leave both positive and negative
feedback and their opinions in general in relation to WikiHerb. As these members
had backgrounds in both the Science behind herbs and the use of monographs they
could give feedback which could be acted upon by the site administrator. Feedback is
dynamic thus can be acted upon quickly.
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6.2.1 Member Profiles

Members:
1 niamhobrien
1:-)
I:-)

ByronTreacy
Mags Noonan
Tracey Ryan
Karyn Barry

since
since
since
since
since

22
27
13
14
14

Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec

2012,
2012,
2012,
2012,
2012,

20:05
13:52
13:31
20:17
21:57

(23 days ago)
(19 days ago)
(3 days ago)
(1 day ago)
(1 day ago)

Figure 66: Screenshot ofWikiHerb members (official testers)
Members:
1. Niamh O'Brien - Site Administrator (BSc Herbal Science)
2. Byron Treacy - Project Supervisor
3. Mags Noonan - BSc Herbal Science, Medical Herbalist
4. Tracey Ryan - BSc Herbal Science, Owner of Bia Beauty Natural Skincare range
5. Karyn Barry - BSc Herbal Science, Dental Nurse to Private Hospital Consultant

6.2.2 Monograph Updates
5
s
s

Peppermint Monograph
Burdock Monograph
Marshmallow Monograph
Liquorice Monograph
Chamomile Monograph
Sell Pepper Monograph
Burdock Monograph
Chamomile Monograph
Lemon Balm Monograph
Lemon Balm Monograph

s

s
s
s

s
£
S

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012
Dec 2012

■■
-

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
13

50:04
49:43
44:13
38:27
23:05
13:19
04:33
54:13
10:57
55:21

(rev. 5)
(rev, 8)
(rev. 4)
(rev. 4)
(rev. 11)
(rev. 6)
(r&v, 7)
(rev. 10)
(rev. 5)
(rev. 4)

Mags Noonan
niamhobrien
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan
Mags Noonan

Figure 67: Monograph updates by medical herbalist
Mags Noonan, who is a practicing medical herbalist updated monographs from the
Digestive System. The input from this member was vital to the testing progress as she
was able to update monographs from personal experience within clinic.
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Sample Updates:
1. Peppermint Monograph

soasm withir- die Gr
THCRAPtUnC CffICACY
Ct INK A1 1K1AI. tVXOf Nf.F

Figure 68: Screenshot - Peppermint updates

2. Lemon Balm

INrCKACTlONS
HCRO DRUG INFERACTIONS
H£RB HERDiNlERACTIONS
HfcRB-KIOD INIfRAC nONS

< ve<ir old b£'V. rt <jd{}r*»$£.od die tnird-au' a-nnetlioft.

Figure 69: Screenshot - Lemon Balm updates

3. Chamomile Monograph
ob!ems: resdessres!

rritabil'Cv, teething p

05. and ne^jraigic and r

To be ^Hed f by riedicai herb^i's^s

To be Mfed f bv nedica: hensaiists
CI.INK.At fKlAl fVlOtNCr
• Diarrhoea
• Sk;0 response iden iatibs and eczeria;
• Stoffsatios
• Wourc healjna
• Sidahve elfed s
To be filled

bv nedfcai herbafiyis

RHARMACOt OGICAL EVIDENCE
Bisaboioi A artd 0 oxides demonscrated an
deaf anbanxjety activity and siignt sedativ

2 fiavonojd apigenin sno'^ed

Figure 70: Screenshot - Chamomile updates
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6.2.3 Member Comments
This particular section was the most important section as it offered user feedback on
their feelings on the site.
Fold

Important resource
|:-) Mags Noonan 14 Dk 2012,17:14

Wikiherb IS an important resource for the herbal community, its dynamic and sharing of accurate information is the epicenter of bringing herbal medicine into
the 2l5t century. The quick and interactive accessibility of informabon makes it user fhendly and quick reference point for busy practitioners,! am really loving
the concept; design and practicality of wikiherb.
Reply I Options
Fold

Go Green
Mags Noonan 14 Dk 2012,17:18
great to be able to reduce printing of monographs, pdfs etcthanks to wikiherb "-)
continuous updating of information is paramount to effective herbal treatment for patients

Reply I Options
Fold

Recommendation
Mags Noonan 14 Dec 2012,17:44
A section on suppliers, some suppliers concentrate on loose teas or powders where bigger manufacturers concentrate on fluid extracts and tinctures,
information on ethicai and organic suppliers of quality herbal products and to get other herbalists experience and use of these products,

Fold

Brilliant Resource

|;-j Tracey Ryan 14 Dec 2012., 20:28
Wikihert iS a fantastic inodem resource, I regularly refer to monographs as part of my work -1 manufacture natural skin care products. Ttiis will now allow me
to carry all the information I need on mv laptop instead of keeping lots of reference books and paperwork in mv industnal unit.
Reply i Options

Fc-id

Incredibly Useful Tool

|:*l Karyn Barry 14 Dec 2012,22:48
This is 3 great too! for finding what you need quickly and without hassle. It’s very important to find the information when you need it rather than trawl through
pages using up valuable time. Wikiherb helps find this information in more than half the time with the added benefits of having up-to-date knowledge and
having the experiences that other professionals Have had with thiese herbs on the same page.
Reply I Optioris

Figure 71: Screenshots - Comments from site members

Member comments during this testing session were very encouraging especially as
they were respected peers of the site administrator. The members found this site
useful and seemed to be pleased with the fact that input from practitioners was
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encouraged. A medical herbalist has already made suggestions as to how this site
could be improved suggesting:
•

The importance of screening inputted information

•

Possibility of adding a section on organic and ethical suppliers of quality
herbal products, which could lead to discussion amongst other herbalists

One member used the Contact feature to contact the administrator to ask permission
to invite other herbalists, whilst also expressing what else she would like to see more
information on.
InboK |2|

[wikiherb.wikidotxoiTi] Contact via Wikidot.com

x

Starred
Wikidotxom <send8r§\viki(iot com>

impoflant

L y-\K

Sent Mail

¥■

* name.ccuntry.email-ccmment

Drafts |28)

P»’

14 Dec (2 days ago)

»

r p

S:qn into chat

Maas Noonan Irelandjraos noonaniSvahco cc yk. 'ConQratulations on the development of Wikiherb. I am deliohted to have access
to accurate herbal information online I know my colleagues would also be in the same opinion, can i recommend this to other
herbalists’
would like to see as much information on dosage and quantities used by other herbalists thank you"

people

Figure 72: Screenshot - Member email via the Contact feature on WikiHerb
The rating feature was also used on the Rate Our Logo page which is encouraging in
both the field of branding and quality analysis
Please rate OLir logo

Please feel free to comment on this page in our Comments section

Edit

Figure 73: Screenshot - Rate our logo
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Rate ( + 5)

’

6.2.4 Testing Conclusion
The results obtained thus far via the testing of this site have been very encouraging
with the fledgling community members inputting information onto both the
monograph update and comments and forum section. All feedback will then be
analysed and implemented if necessary. Thus far, there have not been any negative
comments on the site, however the administrator is open to all feedback in order to
create and maintain a site that becomes well respected.
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CHAPTER 7.0: DISCUSSION
7.1 Overview
Current technology used in the creation of monographs, although proven and
scientific, is rapidly becoming outdated. Members of the herbal community do not
have access to monographs which are regularly updated. Furthermore the majority of
practicing medical herbalists do not have an input into how the monographs are
drawn up and what information they contain. This fact alone seems to point to a gap
in the information system market where dynamic monographs are made available to
the herbal community. As an added feature to this information system, the
community could have a major input into the generation of these monographs.

7.2 Introduction
The market for a monograph information system is expanding rapidly. More
herbalists are being trained in clinical practice post accredited qualifications such as
CIT's BSc Herbal Science which is a four year Honours degree course. Both students
and practitioners alike, regularly research monographs for vital information, however
trusted sources like ESCOP are no longer in print. Although there are other sources
such as EMA and American Botanical Council there remains a lack of online portals
where all the relevant information is kept specifically for and managed by the herbal
community.
The proposal of an online information system where herbalists could update herbal
monographs was put to herbalists worldwide via an online survey.
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Findings were as follows:
•

78% of those surveyed still store their monographs on hard copy, which gives
rise to constant manual updating. This allowed for access pre and post
consultation, however due to the sheer volume of information contained
within a monograph, storage and access can become an issue

•

60% used online PDF technology however a herbalist does not have access or
permission to edit these flat files.

•

65% has issues with lack of updating , reliability, safety and interactions.

In order to address this the author proposed four new information system
technologies which may help solve these issues.

1.

PDF Files

2. Central Database
3. Ontology
4.

Community Cloud

Although each of the aforementioned technologies could be applied to dynamic
monographs, some had more limitations than benefits whilst others look promising in
solving the issues raised.
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7.3 Benefits and Limitations
7.3.1 PDF
•

Assemble monographs - in a file that is saved as a PDF

•

Disseminate information from said monographs - downloading PDF

•

Usage of herbal monographs - downloaded files stored on computer and/or
printed for file storage in clinic

Although PDF files are the most popular form of monograph files, they remain a
closed system containing private data, and thus no integration between files, therefore
the author concludes that this technology is not suited to Dynamic Monographs.

7.3.2 DATABASE
•

Assemble monographs - via a database

•

Disseminate information from said monographs - via HTML page

•

Usage of herbal monographs - online and download source

Although database technology offers an online, updatable system the biggest
drawback is the expertise needed in administration of the site. Community input and
interaction is paramount to encourage return visit, however this is limited here
without technology experience and permission. Therefore the author concludes that
this technology is not suited to Dynamic Monographs.

7.3.3 ONTOLOGIES
•

Assemble monographs - via layering on basic schema
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•

Disseminate information from said monographs - via a source similar to
Protege

•

Usage of herbal monographs - online source

The use of ontologies and the semantic web is a positive step towards developing a
source for the updating of herbal monographs dynamically as ontologies are open,
reusable and for a specific community.
Therefore the author concludes that this technology is suited to Dynamic
Monographs, once the community could agree on a set of acceptable semantic
constraints, then a system could be developed to allow programmed intelligence on
'top of the data.

7.3.4 COMMUNITY WIKI
•

Assemble monographs - via input directly onto webpage of community
website

•

Disseminate information from said monographs - via community website

•

Usage of herbal monographs - online source

The generation of a community website run by and for those in the herbal medicine
field seems to have the most potential of the four technologies. A technology that is
both easy to navigate and updates appear dynamically encompasses the whole
objective of this project. WikiHerb is that site.
Therefore the author concludes that this technology is best suited to D3mamic
Monographs.
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CHAPTER 8.0 CONCLUSION

The technologies evaluated for this study are a good representation of the
technologies available for assembly of monographs, however dissemination of same
has not moved forward in technologies such as PDF. Close attention must be placed
on how the herbal information is presented in order to minimise the attention demand
of the user. In this the era of the "app" and "iphone" more herbalists are looking
online for sources that can display information dynamically.
Each of the markers originally set out in this project can be met via a community
wiki.
These include:
•

Dynamically updated by both medical herbalists and/or a moderator with
accredited education in the herbal science field (WikiHerb is run by a BSc
Herbal Science graduate and is currently being updated by herbalist
members)

•

Contains information that is of high integrity and valued amongst the herbal
community (All information has come from the herbalists and is of the
highest calibre. Comments and discussions allow for quality analyisis within
said site).

•

Becomes a trustworthy primary source of reference material as it would be
run by and for medical herbalists whose immense knowledge provides the
basis upon which the space is run (All monograph content can be edited by a
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member and reviewed/re-edited by a members peers then it stands to reason
that all material would be trustworthy)
Acts as an assurance of standards throughout the community
Become the MIMS of the herbal medicine community

8.1 Future Perspectives

Post project research the WikiHerb.wikidot.com site has been established. This has
now been tested on members of the herbal community with positive feedback.
Expansion of this site is projected as new members shall be invited and as the herbal
eommunity is tight knit, the possibility of this becoming a primary source of
reference is positive. The administrator shall continue to run this site post research
and will in time, invite new moderators to aid in administration as the site becomes
established.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A:

HERBAL SURVEY

Herbal Survey • Ullrtih CfSrlen tfveels
1. Ptesfte choo9« your current status
f~* Heifcai Science Uno^giaduaie
!

hert»l Scicnca Grsdu>t«

f

h«ffcai Pfaciit;0!i«f

f

Doctoi

Oth«r (if you ar« 3 T«mbar o# s pfctesstonsi 'larsaf body doss* it

r cdl«9«

you stjdioC}

2. As a practitioner or student what would you primarily use monographs for?

3. When you are/v/ere stiidying for your degree/training, how did you research monographs?
BOCKS
ON-JNE SC^JPCE
BOTH BOOKS ANO ONLtfiE SOURCES

Figure 74: Screenshots of Full Herbal Survey
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APPENDIX B:

PHYTOCHEMICAL GROUPS

PHYTOCHEMICAL

TYPES

NAMES

ALKALOIDS

EXAMPLES
Caffeine, Theobromine

Papaver Somniferum

Theophylline

Poppy

Cyanidin, Malvidin

Vaccinum Species
Blue/Cran/Bilberry

ANTHOCYANINS

CAROTENOIDS

COUMESTANS

PLANT

Beta-Carotene, Lutein

Nicotiana Tabacum

Lycopene

Tobacco

Coumestrol,

Medicago Sativa

Wedelolactone

Alfalfa

Pilcadin
Camellia Sinensis
FLAVAN-3-OLS

FLAVONOIDS

Catechins

Tea

Epicatechin, Hespiridin

Theobroma cacao

Isorhamnetin,

Cocoa (Chocolate)

Kaempferol
Naringin, Rutin,
Quercetin
Chicoric Acid,

Arctium

HYDROXYCINNAMIC

Coumarin

Burdock

ACIDS

Scopoletin
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ISOFLAVONES

Daidzein

Leguminosae

Genistein

Bean
Sesamum Indicum

LIGNANS

Silymarin

Sesame Seed
Impatiens balsamina

MONOPHENOLS

Hydroxytyrosol

Touch me Not
Mentha piperita

MONOTERPENES

ORGANOSULFIDES

Geraniol, Limonene

Mint

Allicin, Gluthathione

Allium sativum

lndole-3-Carbinol

Garlic

Gallic acid. Tannic

Capsicum

Acid

Chilli pepper

PHENOLIC ACIDS

Rosmarinic Acid,
Capsaicin
Lupinus
PHYTOSTEROLS

Beta-Si to sterol

Lupins
Saponaria

SAPONINS

Sapogenin

Soapwort
Vitis vinifera

STYLBENES

Resveratrol

Ill

Common Grape Vine

Malus domestics
TRITERPENOIDS

Ursolic acid

Apple

OTHER

Digoxin, Phytic Acid

Digitalis

Damnacanthal

Foxglove

Table 7: Phytochemical Groups
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APPENDIX C:
WIKIHERB MONOGRAPH TEMPLATE (Updateable)
NAME
LATIN NAME
SYNONYMS (can include local names)
FAMILY
BOTANICAL INFORMATION (can include growing environment, plant
identification and processing)
PART/S USED
ADMINISTRATION
USES
TRADITIONAL/LOCAL USES
MODERN USES
DOSAGE STRATEGIES (can include 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5 etc)
SAFETY
GENERAL
PAEDIATRIC
PREGNANCY
ADVERSE REACTIONS
HERBAL COMBINATIONS
INTERACTIONS
HERB-DRUG INTERACTIONS
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HERB-HERB INTERACTIONS
HERB-FOOD INTERACTIONS
EVIDENCE/RESEARCH
PRACTITIONER KNOWLEDGE (Please share your clinical experience of this
herb here)
THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY
CLINICAL TRIAL EVIDENCE
PHARMACOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
POSITIVE RESEARCH
NEGATIVE RESEARCH
ARTICLE LINKS (Please feel free to include relevant articles either authored by
you or that you feel would he of interest to your peers in the WIKIHERB Community)
LINKS TO ARTICLES (Please place the URL link inside these brackets [link
here]
REFERENCES
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APPENDIX D:
UPDATED WIKIHERB CHAMOMILE MONOGRAPH

NAME
Chamomile
LATIN NAME
Matricaria recutita
SYNONYMS (can include local names)
Wild chamomile, German chamomile, Bodegold, Camomile, Chamomile, Common
chamomile, Hungarian chamomile. Sweet false chamomile
FAMILY
Asteraceae
BOTANICAL INFORMATION (can include growing environment, plant
identification and processing)
Chamomile has a stem that is branched and smooth and can grow to a height of up to
70 cm. The flowers, which have a strong aromatic smell, contain white florets whilst
the cone is a vibrant yellow and bloom from May-July. The cone is surrounded by 10
to 20 white, down-curving ray flowers, giving it the appearance of a miniature daisy.
Leaves are narrow and can be bi/tri-pinnate. Gennan chamomile is native to Europe
and Western Asia
It is ill advised to sow seeds directly into the ground because the seeds are so small
they can be washed away easily. Under protection at ~18°C, germination takes 14-20
days. Cuttings can be taken in spring and autumn from the offsets.
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PART/S USED
Flower heads
ADMINISTRATION
Orally as a tea, capsules
Externally as a compress, essential oil or topical ointment
USES
TRADITIONAL/LOCAL USES
German chamomile is often referred to as the //'mother of the gut'// and is an essential
herb to consider when treating digestive issues.
Traditionally it is drunk as a tea which helps bring about a natural sleep due to its
calming and sedating properties.
It was used for flatulent or nervous dyspepsia, travel sickness and catarrhal
conditions of the nose, ears and eyes.
MODERN USES
TEA: German Chamomile is used as a Tea in the following ways:
Sedative - Chamomile's mildly sedating and muscle-relaxing effects may help those
who sufferers fall asleep more easily
Anti-nausea - to relieve morning sickness in pregnancy.
Anti-inflammatory - in ulcerative colitis, gastritis, IBS and diverticular disease such
as Crohn's disease
encourage bowel movements
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Anti-spasmodic - relaxes the smooth muscles of the uterus thus helps ease the
discomfort of menstrual cramping
SALVE/OINTMENT: German Chamomile is used as a salve/ointment in the
following ways:
Ointment to apply to wounds and also applied to hemorrhoids
Heal wounds, bums or skin ulcers
Relieve inflammation of the skin in conditions such as Eczema
MOUTHWASH: German Chamomile is used as a mouthwash in the following ways:
Heal mouth sores and prevent gum disease
DOSAGE STRATEGIES (can include 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5 etc)
Tea: 1 cup of boiling water over 2 - 4 g of dried herb
Tincture (1:5, 45% alcohol): 30 - 60 drops of tincture 3 times per day in hot water.
Capsules: 300 - 400 mg taken 3 times per day.
Salve/Ointment: Apply cream with a 3 - 10% crude dmg chamomile content for
psoriasis, eczema, or dry and flaky skin.
SAFETY
GENERAL
Caution for those who suffer from allergies to plants of the Compositae family
PAEDIATRIC
On reeommendation of a medical herbalist
PREGNANCY
On recommendation of a medical herbalist
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ADVERSE REACTIONS
Caution for those who suffer from allergies to plants of the Compositae family
HERBAL COMBINATIONS
Chamomile, ginger and black horehound is excellent combination for nausea from
sickness, travel or migraine
INTERACTIONS
HERB-DRUG INTERACTIONS
Anticoagulants - Chamomile may increase the risk of bleeding when taken with
blood-thinners including:
Warfarin (Coumadin), Clopidogrel (Plavix), Aspirin
Sedatives - Chamomile can make the effects of sedative drugs stronger, including:
* Anticonvulsants - Phenytoin (Dilantin) and Valproic acid (Depakote)
* Barbiturates
* Benzodiazepines - Alprazolam (Xanax) and Diazepam (Valium)
* Insomnia Drugs - Zolpidem (Ambien), Zaleplon (Sonata), Eszopiclone (Lunesta)
and Ramelteon (Rozerem)
* Tricyclic antidepressants - Amitriptyline (Elavil)
* Alcohol
Blood pressure medications -Chamomile may lower blood pressure slightly. Taking it
with drugs for high blood pressure could cause blood pressure to drop too low.
Diabetes medications - Chamomile may lower blood sugar. Taking it with diabetes
drugs could raise the risk of hypoglycemia.
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Other drugs -As Chamomile is broken down by certain liver enzymes, it may interact
with other drugs that are broken down by the same enzymes. Those drugs may
include:
Fexofenadine (Seldane), Statins, Birth control pills
HERB-HERB INTERACTIONS
Sedatives - Chamomile can make the effects of sedative herbs stronger, including:
Valerian, Kava, Catnip
HERB-FOOD INTERACTIONS
No information available
EVIDENCE/RESEARCH
PRACTITIONER KNOWLEDGE (Please share your clinical experience of this
herb here)
1 highly regard the use of chamomile for children's problems; restlessness, nervous
irritability, teething problems, and neuralgic and rheumatic pain.
THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY
great results in the treatment of conjunctivitis
CLINICAL TRIAL EVIDENCE
•

Diarrhoea

•

Skin response (dermatitis and eczema)

•

Stomatitis

•

Wound healing

•

Sedative effects
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PHARMACOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
Bisabolol A and B oxides demonstrated antimicrobial activity, Antioxidant effect
(inhibits leukotriene B4 formation) and injection of the flavonoid apigenin showed
clear antianxiety activity and slight sedative activity without muscle relaxant effects.
POSITIVE RESEARCH
NEGATIVE RESEARCH
ARTICLE LINKS (Please feel free to include relevant articles either authored by
you or that you feel would be of interest to your peers in the WIKIHERB Community)
LINKS TO ARTICLES (Please place the URL link inside these brackets [link
here])
REFERENCES
Interactions: http://www.umm.edu/altmed/articles/german-chamomile-000232.htm

(The above Monograph was updated by both Niamh O'Brien BSc Herbal Science
and Mags Noonan BSc Herbal Science, Medical Herbalist)
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